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ABSTRACT
Designed' for students in grades 7 and 8, this

electricity/electronics curriculum guide contains intructional
modules for twelve units of instruction: (1) oiientation:, (2)
understanding electricity: (3) safety; (4) , methods to generate
electricity: - (5) wiring tools and wire: .(6) soldering; (7) magnetism

d electromagnetism: (9) circuits, symbols, and component
entification; (9) resistors and identificalp ion systems; (10) small

appliance repair; (11) aiallahle sources of the Earth's energy; and-.
() exploring occupations. 'Each instructional module is divided into
two sections. The first, section is an instructor's guide which
enables the instructor to have a lesson plan overview to the unit.
This overview includes the title Of the unit, time allocation, unit
goal, unit objectives, evaluation, .instructor references, unit
.overview, suggested presentation hints/methodology, supplemntal
activities a:nd demonstraticns, and instructional module contents
listing. Section 2 of the module contains the ,packet of ,materialls to
be utilized in the classroom. Each packet includes the following 14

parts: unit outline/transparency master, pre-post test, vocabulapl
enrichment activiies, student informational handouts, related guest
activities, and answer keys. (LRA1
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INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES
A set of 12 technical units which were specificall.y designed to
support Electricity/Electronics instructors in the planning and
presentation of their course materials.

THE AUTHORS:

Robert E. Lillo, has taught Electricity/Electronics for 14 years
in indu#try, college, and at Mt. Pleasant High-School, San Jose
California.

Nicholas%S. Soffiotto, has taught Electricity/Electronics for '6
years at Yerba Buena High School, San Jose, California.

DEDICATION:

To the youth of California in an effort to improve their technical
preparation for the world beyond the classroom.'

R.E. Lillo and N.S. Soffiotto 1979,
All Rights Reserved.
Printed in the United States.
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PREf4ACE,

IndustrIal Education, in the public scl;vols ó California, is
a generic term which applies to all -leVels.of education and
training which relate directlytto industrial occupations.
Industrial Education includes the major. subject matter fields
of industrial arts, trade and industry, and technical and health
careers and.services. A comprehensive and refle.ctivelndustrial
Education curriculum will assist-and support students in selecting,
preparing, and advancing in occupations or careers-which-currently
exist or which are emerging.'

Industrial Education programs are also those educationarlprograms
which pertain to the body of related subject matter organized
for the development of understanding about the technical, con-
sumer, occupational, recreational, organizational, managerial,
social, hiscorical, and cultural aspects of industry and
technology.

Ip essence, Industrial Education curriculum is concerned. with
aiding the individual to Iespond and react sensitively fo
technological developments andito cope efficiently and effectively
with the consequences in one's personal life.

-(

In ordeitb provide skills for students to meet their employment
needs ih the future, the educational system must meet its
curriculum challenges today. One.means of solving this problem
was the devekopment of the State Electricity/Electronics
Curriculum Gdtde Phase 1, that,centered on'a competency-base(
cluster approach to derive curriculum. Phase If provides the
necessary InsteuctiOnal pLearning Modules including cl-assroom
materials for a'realistic curriculum foundation which will lssist

in developing student competencies'for entry level ocaupations
anii/oz technical specializatign. Statewide application of these
materials will allow for Student mobility because of standardization
and it avoids duplication of hi4) cost instruction.

It is sincerely hoped that the educational materials contained in
this curriculum project will serve as the foundation for improving
instruction in the area of Electricity/Electronics within the
school systems of California.

iv
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INTRODUCTION

Philosophical Back4rd'und 6

Drile Of the primary purposes 'of the public schools in our society
is to acquaint the young'with the nature of the culture within which
they live and operate. The Americap culture is:distinctly
technological; therefore, it is the responsibility of oUr- -

educational system to acqtiaint our youth with,the nature of this
technological culture, The tremendous acceleration of industrial
echnOlogy has had ahd will continue to have an overwhelming
impact on society.

One fundamental cOncepebehind Industrial Education in our
educational system is that technical experiences, curriculut,
instruction, and guidance'assist the student in preparation for
economic independence and an appreciation for-the dignity of
work. Another maih thrust.is to prepare students for a success-
ful life bf work-by increasing their options for occupational

ochoice, by eliminating barriers to attaining lob skills, and
by enhancing learning achievement in all subject areas.

Irrespective of What the future may hold,kadividuals living'
in our present dey environment will be handicapped less,they
are reasonable Well informed concerning the vast ectrical/
Electronic technological applications in our dal living: Our
present civilization is scarcely conceivable wit out the,
applications of Electricity/Electronics which ha e become
identified with the indtfairial growth of our co try and r
thpusands of everyday conveniences. The Electric ty/E tronics
subject field is an integral part of the Industrie ucatión
curriculum, and thj.s1 field provides,employment for millions of
individuals annually.

The total impact of Electricity/Electroriics on human life is of
such magnitude that it necessitates a comprehensive technical
Iqvgram in our sChools.to produce informed individuals capable
of effective and meaningful functioning in our society.

ProJect Purpose Phase I

During the Industrial Revolution,,Industritl Education focused on
primary or single skill development,,and this approach was viable
'in an era that required.the mastery of one skill for initial
employment. However, present technological developments in the
labor market_have necessitated that indOiduals within the labor
force have a multiplicity of skills to meet the needs of the
nation's trade and technological commenities.



In order to facilitate methods for students to meet their
empIoyment needs in the future, the educational system must meet
its.curriculum challenges today. One means of solvinrthis problem
is the development of an, Electricity/Electronics insVuctional
program that centers on a competency-based cluster aOroach to
derive curriculum. Utilizing this approach, the student will have
a realistic curriculum'foundation which will provide access to

. the necessary competencies for entry level occupations and/or
technical specialization.

0

The basic intent of the State ElectricitylElect onics Curriculum
;Guide *as to proVide educators within Industria Educatiohsa

competency-based guide that can be adapIed or ad pted to
,

any .

. .

existing or new program without major cow expenditures. Hopefully,
Ole guide will act as, a catalyst for educators who desire a
revision or restructuring of their Electricity/Electronics
curriculum, yet the tuide format provides the flexibility for
teacher-based modifi ns related to methodology, instructional
resources, textbooks, u nt, laboratory systems, etc. For
the educatorothe'heart o th s guide was the curriculum outlines
that were an outgrowth of he occupational tasks and/or competencies
identified through various ccupational needs assessments and tasks
analysis inventories.

4

The following is.a brief synopsis of each outline in terms-of level
, of instruction and duration. -,

1. Curriculum Outline Level I - Grades 7 8

a. 9 week unit outline

b. 18 week unit butline

Curriculum OutlineLevel II 'Grade 9

a. 36-week unit outline

Curriculum Outline Level III - Grade 10

a. 36 week unit outline

4. CurriCulum Outline Level IV (Specialization Level) -

Grades 11-14

a. 36 week unit outline at each grade level



-The contents of the curriculum outlines wefe generated to increase
the efficiency of the Electricity/Electronics.programs in ihe
schools of this State, and the competency based.structure was
established for the students so that. their complex andoconfusing
4orkd begins to take on order and their learning tasks are more
$1,evant and readiljr attained.

Project Purpose Phase II

The State Electricity/Electronics CurriculUm Cuide was proposed
as a comprehensive educational guide designed to eliminate the
dichotomy between formal school and the world of work. Basically',
Phase II al1ot4ed the development of Lear:Uri& Modules for the
Guide, in ah effort to,improve the preparation of California's
youth fpr their future in the world beyond the ,classroor.

s

Phase II also addressed itself to-the development and use\of
Instructional Modules within the classroom as a vehicle to
implement the Curriculum Outlines presented in Phase I.,

Instructional Modules were_ based on each major unit topic within
Levejs It II and III of the State Curriculum Guide for Electricity/
Electronics. Approximately sixty, Instructional Modules or packets

i

were createdlor teacher/student use. Each module contains
basically the lollowing:

I. Goals and Objectives (unit)

2. Outline

3. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

4. Instructor References

5. Suggeste)d Methodology

6. Demonstrations and Quest Activities

'7. Student Handouts--Informational

8. 'Vocabulary Enrichment List

9. Student Worksheets

19. Rele-ted Instructional Activities and Graphical
Illustrations ,



ORIENTATION

Rationale

, The Instructional Modules in this l!vel were specifically I

designed to assist the electronics instructor in.the planning,
organization, and presentation of courpe materials. Care and, .

emphasis throughout the modules has been given,to the needs of
technical instructors who must motivate and g1.4.0e California!s
youth through the e.ducational system. At-the yame time the I

authors of the fnstructional Nodules were fully cognizant of'
the need to present fundamental cometencies, yet, not in t!le
traditional dry fashion but with an.eye towards:

Marketing the Subject Matter
Innovative Assignments .

Eye Appeal
Constant Reinforcement
Educational Games
Doing Activities
Immediate Unit Evaluation
"State of the Art"Subject Matter
Diversity in Teaching Methodology

A

Icope

The Instructional Modules are generally divided into two sections,
as follows:*

Setion I '(Inttructor's Guidq)

This sectiop is presented first in the module to
enable the instructor to have a lesson plan overyiew
to the unit. This overview includes; -

1. Title of Unit
2. Time Allocation
3. Unit Goal
4. Unit Objectives-

s , S. gvaluation
6. Instructor References
7. OverView (unit)
8. Suggested Presentation Hints/Methodology
9. Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations
10. Instructional Module-Contents Listing

II
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All of(&_suggestions in this-section were designed
to enhance the unit presentation and provide' the most
effective learning environment for utilization of iLl
.instructional materials. The contents of each modille
haye been carefully prepared and scrutinized in order
to establish a solid technical foundation for the
student.

Section II(Instructional Module Materials)

This section contains the packet of materials to be
utilized.in the classroom. When appropribte each
module includes;

1. Unit Outline/Transparency Master
2. Pre-Post Test (keyed) ,

Vocabulary Enrichment Activitiesk
4. Student Informational Handouts

.5. Related Quest Activities
6. Answer Keys

The Instructional Modules have been constructed and paCkaged so
that the deletion of certain materials or the addition of pertinent
information canobe inserted or removed with minimal difficulty.
Individual courses and instructors are not identical hence provision
Icxr flexibility is necessary in order to achieve a curriculum
that is compatible with 'the instructor.

64
.

In the eient a training program requires a,radical change in the
content.of material presented within a module, the instructor
may easily cut, insert, and paste.masters to achieve the deskred
results,which are tailored to the instrUctors specific needs.

v.

Suyport. Sxstems
-

. No amount of planning or pFeparation can varantee success in
the classroom, because learning is such an-intanable quality,
yet, the lack of ihese ingredients in any program immediately
guaranteei dismal educational results. The most indispensable
support system within the educational process is the teacher, who
must have the expertise and enthusiasm that can propel students
into the world-of learning.

The.instructor must also possess the drive and ambition to
-continuously Improvefand updste the program, esgecially in this,
area, due to dramatic technological innovations.

The classroom should contain the necessary4furniture to allow
the course to be taught'in a satisfactory manner:, Good lighting
is absolutely essentisl in terms of the activities that occur.
Power outlets are of paramount concern for obvioug repsons,

2
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and their location should allow for 'room flexibiljtX. Table$,

.
benches-, and/or desks,shoul4 cobtain'locks-to insurf.inventOry
controli and storage ftcilities, for Orojecti, equipment, part's,

musI be readily tvailable. Chalkboards And bulletin boards
should be mounted for easY access within-,the dlassrodma

The fie1 4 of ElextTicity/Electronics seems to be,a natimal interest
'area to many Oudents and the laboratgry portion canlbe' used as
the vehicle .to generate a.vait amount of-enthusiasm alonk with

necessary technical concepts.. Whether an instructor utAlizes
ndividal experimenti, project construction, training systenls,.

or'a.combination..apptoach in their laberatOry ig not critical;
whtv.is vital.iS that their selection reflects the goals and
objectives that they-want to attain.within the course.

An itidividual school may htve the,b'est'physical faciaity, eqUipment,
instructional Taterials, and administrationr but in the final-
analysiivit is the teadher who must promote, coordinate and

N maintainbOe program.

"NO
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MODULE LISTING
-4"

_Curriculum Guide Phate II

Level 1 Instructional Modules*. (18 weeks)

Unit 0. Orientation

Unit I Understanding ElectAcity

Unit

Unit

II Safty

III Methods to Generate Electficity

Unit IV Wiring.Tools and Wire

410 Un it V Soldering

, Unit VI Magnetism and Electromagnetism

,Unit VII Circuits, Symbols,1/4and Component Identification

Unit VIII Resistors and Identification Systems

Unit IX Small'Appliance Repair

Unit X Availahle Sources of the,Earth's Energy

U4t: XI Exploring Occupations

*Instructimal Module contents are coordinated with the California
Industrial Edimation Electricity/Electronics Curriculum Guide,
Level I, Curriculum Outlines,

c.
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STATE ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICUL1JM
INSTRUCTOR'S CUM TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL IeUNIT #0

AmTitle oi Unit: Orientation

1111/TiMe Allodation: Several Days,

.. Unit GoaII:

at

To communicate those com'petencies which will allow ati awareness
of couise goals, objectives, and basic requirements. \J

Unit'Obiectives:

The student will be aide to:

1. des.cribe txamples of the technical.nature of our modern
society, and the need for technical instructioh in he area
of Electricity/Electronics.'

2. explain basic course requirements fnd the system of student

1 evaluation.

demonitrate an awareness of the general cburse objectives
and verify the significance of each within this educational
prograffi.

Evaluation:

The student will aemonstrati his/her competence in terms of thee
411measurable objectives-based upon individual instructors acceptable
performance criteria, which may utilize a combination of Mil, or written

, testing procedures. N
4

Instructor References:

Industrial Education Ellectricit Electronics Curriculum ruide.Grade
eve s u s e e aeo al ornia

Innovative Programs In Industrial Education. Leslie H. Cochran, vcKnight
and Mcgnight Co., 1970. Chapters T, 6, ond 7.

Planning and'Organizing Instruction. Ralph C. Bohn and Harold Silviui,
McKnight and McKnielt Co., 1976.

Overview:

This unit should be introduced by examining the course goals and

objectives not merely an insfruCtor/student exercise in reading, but

a brief dilcussion in reference to each item while also highlighting
their overall significance.

Basic school or classroom rules and regulations, or operating pro-
cedures require attention'early and 'this may be a good opportunity to
present those to the Class.

The next topic Should emphasize specific course requirements and
the method for student evaluation. Time,should be allotated tn such

Ama manner that it will allow extensive descriptions as needed.

II/ This unit will not conclude with an examination.as will other modules,

bticause of the leagtkand nature of the subject matter presented. ..



Suggested Presentation Hints/Methndology:

Follow the instructional module.unit outline as a basic skeleon
for curriculum preselfation, howqver, not'e the following:

1. This unit can afford the instructar an unusual opportunity to
learn about important qualities te student possesses. .The
Stydent Questionnaire for example can act as a meanslo dis-
cover a wealth of information,-so read through it carefully
upon completion, then file all student forms bY periods in
one notebook for a handy reference.
The handout labeled "Student Performance Record" can serve .

several functions as desire-d. Fifst, it can be placed atAlle
front of the students' notebook as a titli,page, of it can be
gradid periodically to indicate unit performance as evaluited
by instructOr. Finally, this handout could be a quick Table
.of Contents for studentsvim terms of specific course content
and/or subject matter chronology.

3.. When introducing the Informational Handout - Electricity/ r

glectrOnics, (area description) have each student read out
loud a small portion. This will immediately draw your atten-
tion to those students who might need special Eltention..

4. Remember detailed Rules for Conduct and Procedure are located
in the safety unit and-will be taught at a later time. This

. unit is only concerned with basic classroon conduct.and pro-

cedures.
)

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. Initial room impressions are important so if possible have,

the bulletin boards adequately displayed, materials stored
properly, safety signs posted, etc. These kinds of things
such as shop appearance develop student attitudes that will
affect their own craftmanship or performance.
Dufing the first week of school many students can be,disen-
chanted with the "paper shuffling" so try to demonstrate a
technical,device that can catch their imagination. If a
strobe light, tolor organ, or even a, microcomputer is avail-

able use it to generate,.enthusiasm about the prograr.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Informational Handout.,(Course Gdals and Objectives)

3. Informational Handout (Electricity/Electronics Area Description)

4. Informational Handout (4udent Questionnaire)

5. Informational Handout (Student Performance Record)

6. Informational Handout (Student Evaluation System)

7. Exam Answer Sheet (Mas,ter)
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Orientation
4

A. Course Objectives ind Goals

Rules of Conddc and Procedures

Course Requirements



Name:

Date: '

.\

Feriod0

.
INFORMATIONAL HANDOUt

COURSE GOALS AiD OBJECTIVES

'This Electricity/g4ectronics program is a technical school program

deiigned to make sure that all individuals are prepared with "entry" level

skills to enter eitior the world of worX or to continue their education-.

Listed below ate some genval objectives that will be accomplished with

the successful conclusion'of this course!
A

k

a
s,

2

An appreciation of- the influence the Electricity/Electronics

area has-on our'life.

The ability to select, care for,
equipment and tools. L,

An awareness of safe hebits.and
tools, and equipment.

and utilize electronii products

attitudes regarding materials,
v

Opportunities to explore leisure-time'activities within this

subject field.)

,An appreciation of desigri, construction techniques, and craftmanship.

An understanding of the occupational families in the Electric4iy/

Electronics area.

The ability to problem-solve by utilizing sdund judgetents based

on knowledge and experience.

An awareness in regards to energy conservation and its

An understanding of consumer products and their technical operation

and application. .-

Demonstrations of basic technical skills that apply to a range

of jobs in Electricity/Electronics.

The recognition of spdClfic training eisential for employment

in a job area and the basic formation of occupational goals.

e



Name:

Date:

INFbRMATIONAL aANDOUT Period:

ELECTRICITOELECTRONICS Jr"

Our grandparents would never recognize the world in which we live Or

many of the gadgits which'are so,common to us. Hundreds of electronic

wonders which we,readily accept in our society were unknown sixty years
#

ago, and have become familiar obj.e.cts only through the development of a
. I

new industry that is called electronics. Thi's industry is now one of the.

largest in the United States, and a major portion of itt research and pro-
..

1

Aiuction planits are located in California:*

This-School has ieCognized that present technology and consumeryderands offer-

a special opportunity for stucdentr who want occupations which art interest-

ing and challenging anti.wffere the chance. for advancement and salary:are

Alenlimited. The electroncs field is one'in which.continuous research is

always adding new products to be made, tested,-marketed, and operated.
,

There Will be a steady increase in the number of perd-ons erployed in this

industiy accord ng to statistics developed by the State of CaliTornia.

The student in Electricity/Electronics studies basic electrical theory,

laboratory techniques, use of test ins .uments, care and use of hand tools,

shop safety, circuits,and constructio or project building. T e skills which

one can develop may be applied to the areas of communication, ransportation

computers, research and development, etc.. If the student is deeply inter-

ested in his/her work, has abilities, and is willing to study and learn,

s/he can progress to an entry level occapation or to continue Wither

technical,trainint.

easically, electronkcsitiS,a field that is a combination of the study of

mathematics and physAl science, and its princ).ples can be understood by
_

the individual Lilo is willing to - .WORK!
LI-uo.521



PLEASE kINT

1. Name.
East

....
2.. Address

al

4

Name:

Date:

Period:

IgFOR1AT1ONAL HANYOUT

STUDENT QUESTIOZAInfr

First

3, Ac Birthdtte

)

Pkone

Grade in 'School

14'

Month Day . Year
Father Z;Vuardian's name

ast irst

Occupation

Mother or Guardian's name

Occupation

Last First 1iddle

What are your hobbies'?

9. Do youlhave a job? What?

20. What occupation would you like to follow?

11. What type of education do you think is required for this occupation?

Letter
12. Previous shop courses School Crade level Grade

A. General Shop
B. Drafting
C. Woodwork
D. Auto Shop
E. Metal Shop
F. 51ectricity

.Immmirmir
. 13. List machines you have used in school orr-at home-'

4141....

4114.1.41114



Name:

If.
List hand tools you hiveused in school pr at home

,01

15. Why are you enrolled -in this class?

4

ra

.=111111.1.0.111.1Imum.m...

16. Whom to contact in case of an accident

Address
f`

17. School Activities (athletic teams, clubs, etc..)

Phone

18. School Attended last year
,r

19. List classes taken last year and letter grade for last semester.

3.
4.
S.
6.

Class Teacher Grade

111

20. Class schedule this year.

,Period
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Class Teacher floor

21. Counselor.

32. Write a bvief autobiography, include where you were born, schools
attended, interest, goals ete..

A.

1

LT-110.7

a
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SCORE:

- GRADO

Name:

Date:

Period:

EI1CTRI1tYf ELECTRONICS
§TUDENT PERPO1MANCE RECORD

0
Name of Student

ast rst

UNIT

0. Orientation

*1

I. Understanding Electricity

II. Safety-,

III. Methods to.Generate Electricity

411

IV. Wiring Toors and Wire

Soldering

VI. Magnetism and Electromagnetism

IV.

V I .

VII.. Circuits Symbol, anjd Component VII.

Identifrtation

VIII. kesistors and Identification Systems VIII.

IX. Small Appliance Repair IX.

Available Sources of the Earth's Energy X.

XI, Exploring Occupations XI.

Unsatis- Satis- Excel-
factory factory lent

Ar

Rating
(Place this sheet in the front of your notebook as a title page).

tdwol
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Instructor



Name:

Date:

Period:

iNFORMATIONAL HANDCUT

STUDENT ALUATI% SYSTEM

Studefits are graded as follows each quarter:

.CITIZENSHIP:, %

The citizenship grade is determined by attitude, cooperation, work habits,
clean-up, oral participation, and attendance-.

I.

. This grade may be lowered as follows:
4

1. Unexcused absences.
2. Unexcused tardies.
3. ImprOper attitude or beWavior.
4. Shop rule violations.

LABORATORY AND HOMEWORK:

'The,laboiatorythomework grade is based on the quality and,quantity f the

work, completed at the end of each quarter.

(phis grade may be 1.owered as follows:

1. Quantity,and quality beLow ability.
2. Inconsistent viol* or progress.
3. Required laboratory experiments, projects, or homework

not completed.
4. Failureito observe sl!fety regulations.

TESTS:

This'grade is determined by averaging quizzes, tests, and final examinations

NOTEBOOK:

Notebooks will be collected and graded periodically. Notes will be neat,

clear, and in proper sequence. They will contain all materials And assign-

ents completed by students, and also those handed out by ths instructor.

FINAL CRADE: %

The final grade is determined by a collection of grades in the following

areas:

1. Laboratory and homework.
2. Citizenship/behavjor.
3. Tests
4. Notebook

25
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STATE ELiCTRICITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMP.ANY.LEVEL I UNIT itz

'Title of Unit: Understanding Electricity

Time Allocation: 'Several Days (Units- 0 and 1 1 week)

Unit Goafl

To communicate and develop those competencies which will permit
students to evaluate the basic charactetistics of electricity andto comprehend the dramatic role that electricity plays in our
technical society.

Unit Objectives:

v .

The stuaent will be able to:

1. describe in general terms, what is electticity and identify
several mtijor applications.

2, define the terms static and/or dynamic electricity, and indictte
,

3; .explain, and/or justify tht) need for mastering fundamental theoriesrelated to the Electricity/Electronics field, and verify the
importance of this,field to modern society.

an appropriate exiigrof each type.

Evtluation:

The student will
measurable objective's
performance criteria,
testing procedures.

Instructor References:

demonstrate his/her competence in terms of
based upon individual instiuctors acceptable
which,utilizes a combination of oral, or wr"t

Basic Electricity. Marcus and Marcustyrentice-Hall, Inc., 1974.
'Chapters: 1 and 2.

Basic Electricity Training Manufl. Ted Pipe, Howard W. Sams Inc., k976.
Chapter: 1.

Introduction to Electricity and Electronics. Loper and Ahr, Delmar 197\
Chapter: I.

Overview:

The primary purpose of this unit is to provide an introduction or
initial exposure into. the Electricity/Electronics area of instruction. Thecentral theme- however, is to provoke student awareness of the nature;
characteristkts, magnitude, and application of electricity.

The unit lesson should concentrate on first describing that electricit:is still in many ways a mystery, although, society has put it to a varietyof uses. .

Next, a technical Presentation explaining the specific principles ofboth static and dynamic electricity.
Unit 1 should conclude with a review of the importance of electri-city and the reasons for its expanding influence and vast market ofjob

opportunities.
This unit will not contain a formal examination as will other modules,

because of the length and ngture of the subject matter presented.

\ 99
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Follow the instructional module unit,outline as a basic skeleton
for curriculum presentation, however, Tiote the following:

1. An important aspect of this lesson would be to stress that
static electricity is largely a nuisance, a disturber, and a

potentially dangerous foe in some instances. A frank discussion,
about lightning, its causei and how one can avoid harm should
be helpful to the student in terms of persoilal safety.
Some stydents are hesitant to admit that they are confused or
that a concept is not clear to then. The student should be
aware that in this class there is no penalty for admitting
that ther are technically bewildered and in need)of further

.explanation.
3. When explaining the basic difference between static and dynamic

electricity try to equate static to elvtrical charges "at rest"
while describing dynamic electricity in relationship to elec-
trical charges in motion to accomplish 4 sliecific purpose.

4. It is highly important as they begin their studies in this field
that they realize that technical reading requires a slower pace
due to the illustrations,schematics, and other graphics that
müst be digested. Recommend to students that when they read,
they concentrate on comprehention rather than reading speed.

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. This is a.sure fize attention grabber if materials are available.
,Obtain a static machine or Tesla coil and operate it in a manner
o dramatically show the affects of static electricity. Check
ith the science area at your school for possible support

materials.
2. Suspend a charged balloon from a stand, then bring a rubber

rod that has been rubbed with cat's fur or flannel near the
balloon. Observe the reaction and discuss with your class.
Repeat this demonstration utilizcng a glass rod rubbed with
silk!!

3. With the class, itemize all the uses of electricity that they
can think of and then list them on the chalkboard. From this
list discuss the significance of this subject field to their
daily life and the world aroind them.

Instructional Module Contents:

1, Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Technical Glossary

3. Worksheet - (vocabulary) Word Search

4. Quest Activities

S. Unit Module Answer Keys

30
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Understandir* tlettricity

A. Why Study Electridity
1 Importance

2. lAppliica0ons

3. Job opportunities

,B. What is Electricity
1. Kinds

a. Statip

-b. Dynamic
1. Electron flow

2. .Direct current

3. Alternating current

, LI-U1-3



Name:

Date:

Period:

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

ALTERNATING A flow of electrons moving first in one directian through
CURRENT: a circuit, stopping, then Alowing in the.opposite

direction. Alternating current can be thought of as a
back and forth movement qf electrons. Abbrev. AC

DIRECT CURRENT:. A flow of electrons moving in one direction through a.
circuit - from negative to positive. Abbrev. DC

A usable, flow or movement of electrical charges.
Dynamic electricity provides a continuous flow of elec-
trons which can be used to,do work.

DYNAMIC
ELECTRICITY:

CTRIC CHARGE: A collection of positive or negative particles on an
ob'ject. A material having-many'negative particles
collected on it is"said to have a negative charge, While
-Many posftive particles provide a positive charge.

/ ELECTRICITY: A farm of energy, (generated by friction, induction, or
chbmical reaction) which is'based Upon the movement of
free elgictrons.

7
410 ELECTRON FLOW: The orderly movement of electrons through a wire,

electrical device or ciicuit.

ELECTRONICS: The study of electrical action, and especially the study
and development of devices' and circuits that use and con4
trol electricity.

ELEKTRON: The Greek word-for amber (a brownish-yellow fossil resin)
which later evolved into the words "electrics" and
"electricity".

STATIC A Collection of electrical charges at rest. Static
ELECTRICITY: charges are basically an unusable source of electricity,

yet can be very dangerous in the form of lightning.

E1ectifcity3COth is

141It tr

32
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'SCORE:

GRADE:

4

Name:

Date:

WORKSHEEi Period:

VOCABULARY - WORD SEAKH

Locate the electrical terms in the puzzle, below,
in the spices provided. The first letter of each
Circle the words as you-find them. Words may be
vertical, horizontal., or diagonal but must be in

ABCDEFGHIDYNA,MICJKL

and record your findings
term is given to you.

. forward, backward,a sltraiiit line,
AENOP

QSUWZAOCBIEGFHSIR'JQKLPM 0
TRTVY itTERNATINGt URRENTC-
UADC ZDVEEBJAGEOSEWXCOKN
YV-B B XEAGHCIOWKRUPNYLWE.

XZELECT-RONFLpWCZSRELG
XWYHJICHHERLSUEIDIEX

CTBPPGKFKUTAIIOEFHUACVW
ICCITOHBIJRALNCVVOEVTCHE
RSNUSBOLNRHDITEPESRGHSIV
.TRTOIPQMCETT-VIHGTOOFAAYE
CMSCTBQ*RTNAMAOSHNTOORO.OM
EEDKIAVPSTOPHN&I,ERUKGNOJ
LFHJV4VCWSPWEDTCHUCYPELZQ

A

T,

EIGLEONAOPLLHSBADKCJZRXT

1. Amber 7..

2. A 8.

3.11D 9.

4. D

^

10. N

II. P

12. S

v
P *



kCORE:

GRADE:

FAMOUS
PERSON:

WORKSHEET

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 1"

Inventions and Experiments

Name:

Date:

Period:

4

My name is Benjamin Franklin and I am,
a,great American. Please: complete this:
*fact sheet about my life. (FLint: an
encyclopedia would be a good place to:
.starto)

Date
Born:

Date
Died

Birth-
Place:

Public
Servant
Jobs:

Wow, 9 I was great!!!
34LI-U1-6
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ANSWER KEY
UNIT 1

WORD SEARCH

1,-. amber
2. alternating current
3. dynamic
4, direct current
S. electron flow
6. electricity
7. electronics
B. electric charge
9. friction

10. negative
11. positive
12. static

B. QUEST ACTIVITY

Date boin: January 17, 1706
Date died: April 17, 1790
Birth place: Boston Mass,
Public Servant Jobs: Civic leader

Deputy postmaster, Diplomat
Invefitions and Experiments:

Invented lightning rods
'Invented bifocal'lenses
Invented Franklin stove

Experimented with static.elec-
tricity

LI-1.11- 7. 35
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MINE RLECT&ITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL I UNIT 12

11,
Title of Unit: Safety

Time Allocation: 1 week

'Unit Goal:

To inform and instil student competence in safe guarding ther-
selves and to apply this safety attitude to their daily life,
whether in the classroom on the job, or at home.

111,

Unit Objective's:

Thv student will be able
p.

1. identify the three classes or categories of fires, and. indicate -%
the proper meihod of extinguishing each.

6

2. distinguish between common4safe, laboratory practices and,
hazardous conditions, and,pass a safety test with 100% ac-
curacy, based on the information discussed.

explain and apply the proper safety and first aid protedures
when dealing with an elee.trical hazard or a serious shock.

Evaluation:

The student will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of
these measurable objectives based upon inaividual instructfts accep-
table performance criteria which utilizes a combination of written
or oral testing procedures.

Instructor References:

40(

Basic Electricity: Theory and Practice. Milton Kaufman
McGraw-HiII Book Co., 1973. Appendix A.

Industrial Education Safety Guide. Published by the State of California
197b.

Making Safety Woltk, National Safety Council, McCraw-fill Book Co., 197b,

Overview:

The unit should be introduced as a necessary, yet meaningful resource
for all activities. In order to place "safety" in its proper perspective
within the students' mind, stress that safety instruction shouldbegin
early in childhood and extend continuously throughout life! The idea that
accidents pr electrical shock are unaboidable in this kind of class must be
discouraged.

The ceiltral safety theme of 'this unit is promoted by the discussion
of rules which have been established to assist students in remembexing the
fundamentals of preventing accidents.

The next topic of emphasis deals with the nature of electrical shock
and the first aid procedures to employ if necessary.

This'unit concludes with a brief 'dosc4ption of fire prevention and
fire classifications. The student will also learn about proper extinguish-
ing techniques to be used, dictated by the type of fire encountered.

LI.u2.137
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Suggested Presentatfbn Hints/Methl?dology:

Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basicQskeleton
for cuTriculum presentation, however, note the following.

1. This unit is often used as the most opportune time to introduce
both school fire drills or civil defense drills. Try to
impress students, during these kinds of activities, with t)e
idea that disaster preparation is the only thing that reallY
savesk lives.

2. In the objectives of.this,unit it is stateli that a safety
.

examination must be passed with 100% accuracy, however, with
some students this may be virtually impossible. Allow these
few the opportunity to retake the test.after a study session,
but do not advertise this make up test at the, beginning of the
safety lesson.. Sdmetimes certain disadvantaged students'havEr
a very difficult timeto comprehend the vast amouht of
written material handed out, hence they score lower than other
students on the teSt. A buddy study system will assist them
greatly in achieving.a suceiggril score.

3. When describing dangerous current levels and their.affect on
the human body, remember that electrical terms an0 units of
measurement may n t be familiar to some students at this time,
_thus much of th'e iact will be lost if this is not considered
and modified.

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. 'Obtain and show a good safety film from regular film sources,
local industries) National Safety Council, or any other coppany
and/or institution which offers such a service.

2. When explaining the classification of fires,demonstrate the
actual procedures necessary to activate the fire extinguisher.
\A blast from a chemical extintuisher while expraining operating
techniques can stimulate'a class instantaneously.

3. Invite a medical guest speaker to deliver a simple first aid&,
presentation to the class. Prior to the class lesson explain
to the guest specific areas of concentration that will help the
overall safety ,program.

Instiuctional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)
2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)
3. Technical Glossary
4. -Worksheet (vncabulary) - Word Scramble Puzzle
S. Quest Activities
6. , Informational Handout (Shop Conduct and Procedure Rules)
7. Informational Handout (Classification of Fires and Extinguishing

Techniques)
8. Informational Handout (Laboratory Safety Procedures)
9, Informational Handout (Electrical Shock
10. Unit Module Answer Keys



II; Safety

A,. Safe Use offiand,3ools

B. Safe Use of power Tools

C. First kid

Fire.Safety

E. Safety Test



IMPORTANT-

UNIT'EXAM.

_pLECTRICAL SAFETY

Test Number

.
\ Indicate your responses on the answer iheet znly. Fill in

the box,corresponding to the correct answer. o each questio
there is only one 'correct answer for each question.

r-

"Horseplay", running, and throwing of objects are dangerous practices
in the shop and are forbidden::
(A) when the teather is looking, (8) only when .s6dents are working,
(C),at all times, (D) occasionally.

A;

,r

When using mathines or hand tools:
(A) give the job all your 'attention, (8) stand .up stralght, (C).
watch your classmates, -(D) watch the clock,

s,0

The floor, aisles, and passageways should be kept clear of stock,
tools, and materials. Objects on the floor:
(A) may he left there if the operator Itof the machine ii in 'a hurry,
(8).may camse someone to slip,or trip into acmoving machine, (C) may
be ignored,/ (D) are unsightl*

4. Students must not talk to or distract a person bperating a machino
because:
(A) the operator is likely to be injured, (B) conversation slows
down the.flow bf work, (C) the Operator is likely to make a mistake,
(D) conversation is annoying to the operator.

S. Rpport to the teacher any:
(A) damaged tdols and equipment, (8) missing guards, equipment
not working properly, (D) all of the above. -

6. Never operate shop equipment when the teacher. is:
(A) out of the shop, (8) in the shop, (C) both A and B, (I)) none
of the above.

7. Most tools are designed for a specific,use or purpose. If they arc
used incorrectly, the result may be:
(A) damage to. the student's project, (8) breakage of tools, (C)
injury to the students, (D) damage to the hench tops.

u7
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ah.

Long hair'is dangerous around-shop equipment. If lit. is long enough
-to geecaught in the machine, it must be: .

(A) tied up and back, -.(B) burped off, (C) pulled out, .(N nofie of
the above.

Loose clothing must be securely fastened or removed.and long loose
sleeVes rolled up above the elbows:

s. (A) before operating any machine (4) after oPerating any machine,
(C) during the-operation of a maLine, (C) only when you are assist-
ing the teacher;

10. All accidents and injuries, no matter how slight-must be:
'(A) ignored, (8),reported to the principal's secretary immediately,.
(C)-reported to your teacher imxediately, (D) reported-to the shop
foreman immediately'.

Caution-other students if you See a violation of shop: t

(A) traffic rules', (B) good manners, -(C) safety rules, (D) none,
of the above.

410 12. Only the opeiator and
$4

. are pertitted within the working
area aroOnd.a machine.
(A) oili-1other student, ( ) the teacher, (C) a helper, (p) 'a.'h .of
the'abPve.

,
.

-4,. /

e

13. Gasoline, paints, kercisene, and other materials that will burn or
prpduce fumes should be used:

.

(A) iiith another student, (irl in a well ventilated area, (C) at a
workbench, (D) in an enclosed area.

a

14. Students are to operate,only those machines or pieces of equipment
for which they have received:
(A) instructions to operate, (B) permission to operate, (C) both
A ancl B, (D) none of the above.

V
15. When touching electrical switchos, plugs, or receptacles be sure

your hands ace dry because:
(A) a twitch will not operate ploperly if your hands are wet, (B)

' a plug will easily slip from your fingers if your hands are wet, (C)
if your hands are wet, you may receive a severe shock andsserious
burns, (D) none of the above.



I.

1

lb. 4id or cheniicals on the hands or face should be immediately washed
Away with Olenty of:
(A) water (B) glycerine, (C) olive oil, (D) vaseline.

s.

17. . If you notice any breakage 'or damage to tools, instruments, or-mach-
inery, you should:

. (A) 'repair the damage yourself, (B) be careful when using suCh
equipment, (C) say nothing because-you might set the blame, (D)
none of the above.

18. Screws, nuts, and other
placed in your:
(A) hand, (B) pocket,

nondigestible materials are never, to be

(C) mouth, (D) all of the above.

19. If yox are in doubt about the Use of any tool or machine, or about
(

any sffop procedures:
'(A) ask an advanced student for help, (B) ,proceed cautiously, (C)'
always ask your teacher,' (6) none of the above.

20. Always sweep scraps from)your workbedch or table with a brush or
whisk broom rather than your hanebecause:
fAl sharp oriagged particles may injure your handor (B) less dust

'is4stirred up, (t) this is the,easiestliay to clean. up, (D) it will
cause less work for the janitor.

21. Eye protection is used to:
(A) improve your vision, (B) prevent eyestrain, (C) pievent flying
particles or corrosive substances from entering your eyes, (D),none
of the above.

22. When tools are carried in the hands, keep the cutting edge or sharp
points:
(A) directed toward the floor, (B) directed away froT the body,

. (C) directêd ove,r the head, (D) directed toward the body to protect
others.

13. NEVER direct compressed air:
TXTfoward the floor, (8) toward the teacher,. (C) ,toward another
student, (D) all of the above.

II/
,

24. Extension and power cords should always be checked and kept in good
repair because: .

.

(A) breaks and tears in the cord are unsightly, (B) breaks and tears
in the Cord can cause serjous cks or burns (C) sparks may cause

?
wood to burril, (D) a short may use the machines to burn up.

.

LI-U2'46 42



25. Carbon dioxide (CO2) fire extinguishers max be used to put'out what
types of fires?
(A) electricil fires only, (0 wood fires only, (C) oil fires only,

. P(V) any-kind of fire

26. Water should never be used to put out what kind of fires?
.

(A) wood fires, (6) electrical and oil fires, (C).paper fires,
(D) none of the above.

27. The proper procedure t9 fight a fire with a fire extinguisher is te:
(A) point the nozzle at the top of the flare, (A) point the nozzle
at the middle of the flame, (C)'cover the area around the fire and
keep it from spreading, (D) point the nozzle at the source of the
fire because that is where the fire is located.

2b. In case of fire in the shop you should first:
(A) run out of the shop, ($) throw water on it, (C) gound the alarr
(D) none of the aboye.

0 29. Lifting any object that is too heavy_for you:
(A) is all right if you do-it $ lowly, (a) can be-done if you know
the ria;ht way to lift, (C) should never be done, because it ray-
cause strain or rupture, (D) is a good way to show off yous strength

30. Before the power is turned on, the,teacher must check:
(A) the hand tools, (B) the classroom, (C) all special setups,
(D) none of the above.

31. The teacher MUST approve:
(A),all "hoiFFITrayy, ($) all projects, (C) all fighting in the shop,
(V) none of-the above.

32. Deliberately shorting an electric circuit:
(A) is permissible if the voltage is low, (B) may damage the wires,
(C) is an easy method to test whether the circuit is closed or open,
(D) may cause an expjosion or do bodily harm,

33. Cutting 'two or more "hot" wires with pliers:
(A) is safe practice if the handles of the pliers are ihsulated,
'(L3) is permissible if the wires are 18 gage, (C) may be done safely
if you are standing'on a wooden floor, (D) none of the above.

- U2- 7
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34. Shop Clean up is the tesponsibility of:
(A) the custodian, (H) all the students, (C) the teacher,. (D) the
principal.

When a machine makes an unusual sound, it should be:'
(A) oiled immediately, (B) ignored, (C) reported to the teachei
immedkately, (D) adjusted.

a

3e. Check a solderini, iron fo/heat with:
(A) your face, (d) your hand, (C) apiece of salder,_ (D) your
feet.

3 . To remove excess solder from a soldering iron tip:
(A) wipe with a cloth, (p) nip it off, (C) wash it off, (n) use
cleaning fluid.

,38. JVhen chaRging components in an electrical circuit:
(A) leave the plug in, (B) pull the plug out, (C) turn the circuit
on its side, "(D) turn.off the power'switch.

35. Make sure, that the hand tools you are.going to use.are:
.(A) Sharp,- (15) the proper tool forfthe job., (C) in good condition,
(D) all of the above.

40. If a tool becomes defective while you- are using'it you should:
(A) hide it so that no.ome will know, (d) report the condition of
the tool to the instructor, (C) place it back on the tool-panel and
not say anything (D) repair the tool yourself.

41. Be sure your hands are as free as posOble of
hand tools.
(A) dirt, (8) grease, (t) oil, (D) All of the above.

before using

42. Rtpairs are to be made on shop equipment only with:
(A) the power on, (B) the pachine running, (C) the teacher's per-

_mission, (D) none of the above.

Spilled oil.or grease is dangerous4 Always:
(A) clean it up, (B) leave it, (C) pour water on it, (D) none of
the above.

U2-8 44'



44. The motion involved in stiiking or cutting must be done in a direc-
410

tion:
(A) towards you, (B)taway from you, (C) towards other students,
(D) all of the above.

45. A project is,still dangerous even after its power switch is turned
off because:,
(A) it may still be plugged in, (B) some of the components may be
hot, (C) the capacitors can store a charge which can shock you,
(D) all of the above.

46. Never use a fil:
(A) without a handle, (s) as a pry bar, (C) as a hammer, (D) all
of the above.

47. Pass tools to classmates:
(A) with handles first, (B) with the points first, (C) by.throwing
them, (D) none of the above,

4110 4.8. Before starting.a machine, you must: .

(A) check all adjustments, (S) make sure all guards work, (C) remove.
.all tools/rags, (D) all .of the above.

49. Before leaving a machine, you must make sure:
(A) the guards are off, (3) the power is off, (C) the machine has
come to a complete stop, (D) both 13 and C.

rt

50. 1 di&well on this test.
(A) Ttues (B) False, (C) OK, (0) I blew it.



ACCIDENT:

ARTIFICIAL
RESPIRATION:

CARDIAC ARREST:

ELECTRIC SIJOCK:

fIRE:

FIRE
EXTINGUISHER:

FIRST AID:

FLAMMABLE:

GROUNDING:

I/

TECJINIt/AL GLOSSARY ,

Name:

Date:

Period:

An unplanned or unexpected occurance usually resulting
in injury. Most common shop accidents can be prevented
by observing safety rules, woiking carefully, and using
common sense.

A life saving procedure used to revive a person who has
stopped breathing. Artificial respiration may be re-
quired as a result of electrical shock, drowning, strang-
ling, etc.

A loss of heartbeat caused by electrical shock, or high
blood pressure. Closed cardiac raisage is the pcoin-_
mended first aid procedure.

The flow of an electric current through the body. Shock
can cause such physical 'effects as muscle twitching or
paralysis, burns", interruption of breathing, unconscious-
ness, ventricular fibrillation, cardiac arrest, or death.

A comb.ustion process characterized by heat, flare, and
light. There are three general classes of fire: Class
A fires involve wood, paper, rubbish, and fabrics; Class
B fires involve oil, grease, gasoline, paints, and sol-
vents; Class C fires involve insulation and other com-
bustible materials in electrical and electronic equipment.

A portable, selfcontained device holding a liquid, or
chemical which can be sprayed on a fire to extinguish it.

Emergency treatment for injury, accidents, or sudden ill-
ness generally administered before regular medical care
is available.

A designation for types of materials whitch: are easily
ignited or set an fire. Other designations ray be used
to identify these materials, such as; combustible or
inflammable.

A safety precaution which calls for placing the metal
housing or case of A device at ground potential to pre-
vent pos'sible operator shock. Most commonly, a third
wire is added to the power cord. This wire is-connected
between the case and earth ground allowing an alternate
path for current flow. Thus, if the metal housing of a
device becomes electrically "hot", current will flow
through the gtounding wire to the earth, instead of
through the operators body to earth.

116
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.HAND TOOLS:

( -

HAZARD:

HORSEPLAY:

INJURY:

LIVE CIRCUIT:

MACHINE TOOLS:

0 SAFETY GLASSES:

r

SAFETY
PRECAUTION:

SAFETY RULES:

VENTRICULAR
FIBRILLATION:

Name:

Date:

Period:

This term refers to a wilie variety of tools which re-:
quire physical manipulation,or primarity the use of Your

.

arms and hand muscles for their operation and use.
Examples of typical hand tools would be; screwdrivers,
wrenches, soldering irons, pliers4 etc.. A

The presence of a dangerous or potentially dangerous
situation.

The =desired, potentially hazardousoactivity of clowning
or playing in the shop or laboratory.

Physical harm or damage to ones body.

An electrical circuit which is energized, (power applied
switch on) and capable of producing current fl(W.

Generally, power assisted tools utilized for "heavy" jobs
which require work beyond that supOlied by'haiw tools.
Examples of machine tools; drill press, grinders, sheet
metal shears, box and pan break, etc"

Protective eye glasses, with shatter pfoof lenam and side
shields. Safety glasses should be wotn at all times when
necessary while working it the shop. They provide Apval-
uable protection by preventin foreign materials (pnces
of wire, chips, broken ,glass, chemicals etc.) fro* en-
tering or coming in contact with the eyes. Goggles and
face shields can be utilized-to provide additional eye
protection while working in extremely hazardous areas.

An,action taken, followeihor observed,to avoid a possible
hazard or dangerous situnlon.

A specific list of rules designed to identify common
accident causing situations and hazards. ay observing the
safety rules many accidents will be avoided or prevented.

A type of heart failure, caused by electric shock, in
which the heart muscle no longer beats'in a regular
fashion but rather quivers erratically. If this condition
is not corrected rapidly, death will result.

11.



SCORE:

GRADE:

WORKSHEET

VOCABULARY - WORD SCRAMBLE

Unscramble theletters helow, to uncover the

*EXAMPLE:

. A. ETSAYF

1. EFRI

Name:

Date:

Peiiod:

PUZZLE

electronic terms.

eAAZHDR

IUYJRN

CANTIDEC

5. LABEleMAFM

6. SOREHAYLP

GGRNNDIUO

J.
8. FISTR DAI

9. ADHN OLTO

10. FTSYEA LUSER

11. VILE IRCCUIT

12. ATYESF SSSLEAG

13. MANEIHC STLOO

14, 'TEELCCRI KOSCH

L U2-12

1.

7.

8.

[ SAFETY



SCORE:

GRADE:

Name:

Date:
WORKSHEET Period:

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UplIT 2"

Connect_ Jte dots below to :decode the safety poster/message
ast 97 0

SAFETY
FIRST

.41

42.

43

44
.45

3*

010

. Z7

37

35

.430

14

26.

*29

*34

.31

4)24

126

30

12

17

*19
234

110
226

, Electricity
can be

7 tg
le" VP 34* r/ 14. eig,1510 A22:e 29, .3506

02" %. 44e 4031._.8 4' II a 23- MIL" Qw 31 32 39". ae
'119
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,INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

SHOP CONDUCT AND PROCEDURE RULES

Nape:

Date:

Period:

Students must be on time daily and each student must be in his/her
assigned seat before the tardy bell rings.

You are required to have a notebook specifically for this subject at
your desk each day. It will be collected and graded during the year.

3. You mutt also supply yourself with the necessary materials for class-A
room notes - paper and a writing tool.

0
4. All handouts and notes will be kept neatly in your notebook, not

scattered in' your. locker.

5. Seats (and lab, station) will pe assigned.
without consulting youT teacher.

o not -change your seat

Absolutely no horseplay in the shop. Many paihful accidents occur by
the careless and thoughtless antics of the so-called "clown." Walk
in the shop at all times. Loud talk and unnecessary noise will not be
tolerated.

0

No eatin, drinking, or _gum chewing is allowed in the shop or class-
room.

S. Keep your desk (lab; station) and adiacent floor area clean.

Pencils should be sharpeQA,before class. All trash (scratch paper
etc.) shall be kept at your desk. and thrown away after class only.

.10. Throwing anything in the classroom is absolutely forbidden.-

11. Turn in all assignments on time. Late assignmehts will be down graded.

12. If you finish your work before others, use the extra time constructiveh
Do not disturb your fellow students. 1.4

13. Poor attendance will hurt your grade, bec use t is difficult to make
up missed work.

14. It is the students responsibility to make up any tests or missed work.

15. Feel free to isk questions anytime on subject matter which you do
not understand.,

16, If you must leave the room during class, clear it through the instruc-
tor first.



4.

Name:

Date:

Period:

17. Work safely and encourage other students to do the same*y setting a
good example each day.

18. Use only th machines and tools for which yoU have satisfactorily
passed safety testa.

19. Report any injuries or damage to yourself or equipment to the teacher.

20: Malicious damage to equipment and parts will not be tolerated. You
will be required to pay for any damage caused,in this manner.

21. -Do not remove any project, or material from the shop without the in-
structiirs approval.

22. When the time for clean-up comes, cooperate with te foreman and do
your fair share to keep the ihop clean and attractive.

23. Students must return to their seats prior to class dismissal at the
end of the period. Class will be dismissed only after the shop is
cleail all tools are accounted for, and all students are quiet and-in
Th-Freassigned seats.

SHOy C6NDUCT AND PROCEDURE RULES

The shop conduct and procedure rules _have been read and explained to me.
I Agree to abide by these rules, and if I have any questions I will ask
the instructor. Ail

Students signature:

Date:

Instructors initial:
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INTRODUCTION:

Name:

Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

LABORATORY SAFETY PROCEDURES.

People,working in industry know the-importance of safe working habits.
Safety training programs are sponsored by unions, manatement, public
agencies, and insurance companies. Despite these good efforts, accidents
annually cause lost job time, painful injuries, and needless deaths.

Good safety habits are learned daily. As,you begin your laboratory work
in,electricity, resolve now to learn and practice safe workini habits in
the laboratory. The choice of your future safety and future laboratory
work habits is up to you. Form safe habits new.

at,

LI-U2-17
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f`:

Name:

Period:

GENERAL SAFETY PROCEDURES: .

Safe Attitude. Laboratories are working areas for adults. Tricks,
games, and horseplay should be lekt in.the school yard.

Safe Environment. Work areas'must have proppr power, ventilations and,
ITINI=XTFTET-3hould be open and clear. Storage'areas are to.be kept
clean and secuxed. The use of temporary extension cords, fans, heaters,
gas or water connections is discouraged. Maintain a neat and orderly
work atea.

tO

First Aid Procedurei. tven with go6d safety practices someone may be'
injurej. Your instructor and/or the school nurse are trained in first' aid
procedures, but there are several general rules which you should follow.

Don't panic! Determine if there is any immediat danger to the. injutpd
person. Never move an unconscious person withou cause. Lay such,a per-
'son flat. Keep,the person,warm to prevent shoc Never try to force
,liquids on IT unconscious person. If the victim is breathin& normally,.
keep the person still and comfortable until medical aid arrives.

,Severe electrical shock or other types of accidents may interrupt breath-
ing. A procedure such'as artificial respiration can be used.to stimulate
the breathing process, Check for a swallowed tongue before application
of artificial respiration. This .procedure should be administered by a
trained person if possible, and continued until medical help arrives. the
two common methodp-of artificial respiration are mouth-to-mouth and the
SchaeffeT method.'

All injuries should be reported to the instruCtor. Even minor cuts can,
become infectetl, and the best first aid supplies, nurses, and doctors
cannot help an unreported injury.

r



GENERAL SAIFETY RULEg:

bite:

PerAod:

ihop ehavior,rand Safety Practices

Clowning, scuffling, pushing, runiting, and throwing objects are danger-
ous practicis in any shop and are forbidden at all times.

Obey all warning signsthey are posted for your protection.

CaUtion ayly stqent you see- Violating a safety rule.

When using machines, or hand tools, give the job at hand all of your
,attention.

Work at a speed consistent wtth safety., "Foolish hurry," such as
rushing to complete a procedure, ii dangerous.

6. Cooperate with your classmates,in the shop cleanup program.

7, Machines must not.be operated while initructo!' is out- lot the room..
1*,

If equipment is not woriAng properly, shut it off ana-tell.the-instruc=
tor at once.' .

Report to 'the teacher all breakage'oet damagd-to tools% machinery,
. (1F

equipment. .

10. .A student who sees a dangerous situation mUst report it at once to ihe
teacher.

Eye Protection

11. Eye protection must be worn when working in an area where hazardous
conditions exist,

9 ,
,

12. Face shields or goggles shall be utilized where extra protection is.
required, Such os while grinding' or wet-king with-caustic substances.

i

13. Eye glasses must not be used in placet.of goggles br face shields.

.14. When compressed air ii used for cleaning, wear eye protection. Take
carp to direct chips, shavings, and dust away from othei students.
NEVER ALLOW THE STREAM OF AIR TO COME IN CONTACT WITH YOUR, BOPY.

;4nU2-19
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44.

a

Name:

Date:

Period:

15. Wear safe clothing when working 4n a shop. Fasten or remove looseclothing before you operate any'machine. Roll long sleeves above the,elbows. Apron fastenin ould be such' that they will brear if'theapron becomes entangle in a machine.

16. Long, loose locks of hair can easily be caught in, revolving machineryand ripped out causing serious.scalp laceration. Have your hair cut-short, tied back, ortightly covered.

17. Wearing gloves is ferbidden when you a7r;4orking with power drivenmachinery in the lab.

Remove jewelrybracelets, rings,-chains,
are 'hazardous in shop work

19; Sharp, pointed tools or materials are not
Hold sharp pointed edges down.

andother accessories that

tb, be icarritd in clothing.

Always wear protective clothing when woYking with chemicals. Rubber'gloves should be worn when handling chemicals or imbersing your handsin chemical solutions.

Always.wash hands with snap and water after working withematerials thatmight Ile harmful to the skin.

Housekeepiniz

Keep your work area clean and-orderly. Good housekeeping is part 6fsafety.
,

.

. i
4

23e Keep floors, aisles, and passageways clear.of materials and equipment.
24. Keep tools in a safe place. Never leave them where they may cause ,injury. Put them in,tool boxes, trays, cases Or on wall panels.

,

25. Store material neatly and securely and in a"place where persons passingwill not be injured.

. 26. If matert.grease or oil is spilled on the floor, clean it up ilmediately
to prevent slipping.

27. Extension cords shall always lie flat on the floor in suCh a way thatstudents will not trip.over them.

Always use a brush to clean,off benches and machines. There may be ,

sharp or,lagged particles among the_tcraps, which could cause,seriousinjury to the hands.
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STATEELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM. GuIpli
,INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL 1 UNIT 0,,/-

O.
Title of LIMA= Methods to Generate Electricity'

Time Allbcation: 1 week

: Unit Goal:

To disclose those competencies which will introduce the student to
a variety of sources and/or met)bds1 of producing electricity:

.Unit Objectives:
0

4

The student will be able to:

1. identify six methods of producing electricity.

,2. illustrate by example how each of the sources discussed produces
electricity.

3., explain in detail the ,two kinds of cells that are classified
under chemical action.

Evalleation:

The student.will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of these
measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable
performance criteria, which may utilize a combination of written, oral,
and laboratory testing procedure.

Instructor References:

Basic Electronics*Systems Technology Unit 1. Dugger, Patrick Suess, and
Ziegler, Bruce, 1973. pessons: 1-6:

ElectriciV and Electronics. Walter B. Ford and William B. Steinberg,
American fichnical Society, 1974. Units:, 6-9. ,

Electricity One-Seven. Harry Mileaf, Hayden Book CompanY, Inc:, 1976.
4 "Chapter: Electricity 1.

Overview:

Unit 3 focuses on,the fact that electricity has become an essential
part of our life, therefore it is important to be aware of the sources for
creating electrical energy.

The instructor should first examine the sburces that are available,
then identify those which are small-scale sources.and those that are
classified as large-scale sources in terms of power produced.

This unit inttoduces the six basic sources of electricity.along with
some of the details of application. The actual concept of "kow" these
sources generate electricity will be considered at a higher level of

410 instruction.
A variety of appropriate exercises and laboratory experiments and/or

. project should be coordinated with all unit-topics when feasible.

0



S.

Follot4 the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton

,for curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

1. Try not to leave the impression that the sources presented in
this unit are the only sources; they are just the most common

ones. Explain further*that many other sources have potential,

yet are still in the experimental stage in terms of development.

Most of the methods of producing electricity'can be explored in

greater depth during laboratory activities in which the student
physically examines and/or performs a variety of experimentation..
When discussing heat, light,.or pressure methods of pioducing
electricity, under small-scale production, it is important to
emphasize that these methods are primarily utililized in control

or sensing types of circuits.
4. Discuss with the class in detail the topic of cells and batteries.

Present the primary type cellS as being basically non-recharge-

able, while the secondary type is rechargeable. Stress that

the output pressure (voltage) is greater in the secondary cell..

Introduce new career choices to your class which may exist in
the future in special energy areas like solar, geothermal,
wind power, and nuclear fusion, however, note that Unit 40
of this level will deal with this subject in greater detail.

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

lu) Producing electricity through heat action can be demonstrated by

using a pair of wires (iron and nichrome) and a large galvano-

meter. Twist the loose ends of the wires together and heat the

junction with a match.
2. Producing electricity through pressure action can .be.demonstrated

with a record player pickup. Apply pressure to the needle,and

then measure the voltage across the cartridge.

3. Producing electricity through light action can be demonstrated
with a measurement ofl'the output of a solar cell. The output°
will increase as the light striking its face increases.

4. Many vendors sell an inexpensive dry celrkit which is both
fun and a real learning activity - try it.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) . Spelling Puzzle

5. Quest Activities *

6. Informational Handout (Six Methods Use4 Vo Produce Electricity)

7. Unit Module Answer Keys

LI-U3-2 59
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Methods to. Generate Electricity

A. Friction-

B. Pressure'

C. Heat
4

D, Light
4.410.

E. Chemical
1. Cells and batteries

a. Primary tells
1. Simple "lemon" cell

K

2. Carbon-Lzinc

3. Other types

Secondary. cells,

I. Lead acid cell

.

44.

2. Other types

Maznetic
1. Electromagnetic induction

2. SimpTe DC gpnerator

Tro,ject Construction

14-U3.03 GO
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Test Number

UNIT EXAM

METHODS TO GENERATE ELECTRICITY

MilleMM11

IMPORTANT-
Indicate Aur responses on the answer sheet Rnly. Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct answer 1-157Each question -

there is only one correct answer for each question.

Static electricity is produced by heat. T-F)

2. A charged rod will attract a neutral material. T-F)

3. Two types of static charges are positive and negative. T-F)

Most primary cells are rechargeable. T-F)

The common "D" size dry cell uses carbon and tin for its.metal,
plates Or electrodes. (T-F) A

6. A battery can change chemical reactions into electrical energy. (T-F.

Light shining on a crystal will produce a small amount of electricity
(T-F)

8. Moving a coil of wire through a msgnetic field will produce elec-
tricit)P. (T-F)-

A thermocouple is an example of a piezoelectric device. (T-F)

10. A DC generator contains a coil of wire (armature), magnetic field
(field winding),- and a commutator. (T-F)

11. A charged rubber rod will attract:
(A) a charged glass rod," (B) a positively charged material, (C) a
neutral material, (D) all of the above.

LI- u3.4 61
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The liquid in a wet cell is called the:
(A) acid juice, (B) electrolyte, (C) chemical, composition,
electrode. 4.

-13. Piezoelectricity Is electricity
(A) heat, (B) chemi:Cal reacti

14. . A generator requires a
to produce electricity.
(A) Iiiht, (B) heat,

roduced by:
(C) invssure, (D) magnetism.

coil of wire, motion, and

(C) friction, (D) magnetism.

in order

15. Which of the followingiis an example of a photoelectric device?
(A) solar cell, (B) thermocouple, (C) battery, (11, Rochelle salt

crystal.



r.
, Name:

Date:

, Period:

TECHNICAL-CLOSSARY

ACID: A strong chemical substance with corrosive pro rttes.
Vinegar, is an.example of a weak acid, other co on acids
are ciAric acid and sulfuric *cid..

BATTERY: Two or more cells connected together. A battery is an
important source of DC electrical energy because it is
self-contained, and portable.

CELL: /Asingle voltaic unit, which is made by combining two
dissimilar metals and an acid solution or electrplyte,

CHEMICAL A source of DC electricity, which is produced by
ELECTRICITY: chemical reactions. A cell and a battery are examples of

chemical electrical devi/ces

COIL: A number of turns ot insulated wire, usually wrapped inp'
circular fOrm. A coil of wire is a necessary part of a
grerator.

GENERATOR: "/ device used 'to produce electricity, by moving a coil
of wire through a magnetic field; or by keepin% the coil

/statOnary, and moving the magnetic field.

PHOTOELECTRICITY A source of DC electricity, which is produced by light
7 energy. Photoelectrical devices are of three types

4 photovoltaic, photoconductive, and photoemissiye. Photo-
;/ voltaic devices produce electricity directly from liiht.

PIEZOELECTRIC TY: A source of electricity which is produced when pressure
is applied to a certain crystal material such as guar z,
Rochell salts, or barium titanate.

PRIMARY CELL: . A type of voltaic cell, whith will produce electricity as
soon as the chemicals are combined :and generally cannot
be recharged.

SECONDARY CELL: -A cell which requires charging before it will prodUce
electricity, and can be recharged many times.

STATIC A collection of electrical charges (both positive, and

ELECTRICITY: negative) at rest on the surface of an object. Static
charges are produced by friction.

A device consisting of two different metals joined at
a junction. When the junction is heated, a small amount-
of DC electricity is produced.

THERMOCOUPLE:



*SCORE:

GRADE:

AP

WORKSHEET

VOCABULARY - mum= BralE

Name:

Date:

Period:

Copy the correctly spelled word in the box to the right as indicated
in the example below.

A. (example) (exhample) (xample

(coyle) (koil) (coil)

(cell) (sell) (ces1)

3. (statik) (static) (statick)

(primury) (primeary) (primary) #

II5. battary) (battery) Atery)

6. (acid) (asid) (asaid)

7..,(kemical) (chemikal) (chemical)

(generater) (jenerator) (generstor)

A. example

4.

6.

7.

8.

(secondary) (secondary) (secondafry) 9.

10. (alectricity) (electricity) (elektricity) . 10.

gle

11. (thermaolcouple) (thermecouple) (thermosouple) U.
4

12. (photoelectricity) (fotoelectricity) 12.

(photoalectricity)

L1-U3-7
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ISCC41E:

GRADE:

WORKSHEET

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 3"

Name:

Dati:

Period:

Use your testbooks or other resource to locate the information required
in the 2roblems below.

1

1. Draw an accurate sketch of a zinc-carbon cell. Ltbel ihe major p rts
of the cell. lb

411

ZINC -CARBON CELL

Is the zinc-carlion cell a primary or secondary cell? (Circle one)
T

Z. Draw a sketch of a basic lead-acid battery. Label the major parts' of
the battery.

LEAD ACID BATTERY1

4. Is the,lead-acid battery a primary or secondary battery? (Circle one)

What advantage does a secondary cell have over a primarcell?



*4.

Y./ ;

Name:

Date`

Period:,

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

SIAETHODS USED TO PRODUCE ELECTRICITY

-Electricity from liOt-
(photoelectricity)

UGHT PHOTOWX.TApIIW\ DEVICE +

-Electricity from magnetisn-
(magnetoelectricity)

MTNETIC FIELD

COIL MOTION

rir
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SPELLING "LIZZIE

I. coil
2. cell
3. static
4. primary
Se battery
6. acid*
7. chemical
B. generator

, -9. secondary.
. 10. electricity
II. thermocouple
12. photoelectricity

B. QUEST ACTIVITY

1. . (subjective evaluation).
2. primary.
3. (subjective evaluation)
4. secondary a
S. (subjective evaluation)

.P.

ANSWER KEY
UNIT 3

1

LI-113-11 8
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STATE ELECTRICITY/EUCTRON1CS. CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S: =IDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL.I .UNIT14,

410
Title of Unit: Wiring Toolstand Wiring

Ume Allocation: i week

Unit Goal:

. I

.1

To establish basic technical assembly and electrical. sAills-by
conveying those competencies relevant'to.suciessful usage of tools
and wiring techniques.

'Unit Objectives :
11.

The,4tudent will be able to:
a

_.t

describe Ale function, list safety Freciutions and illuitrate'
- the cortcct use of pach essential wiring tool presented in this

unit,

. .
demonstrate the proper method'of preparing wire for eledtrital

, utilization and explain several standard methods,*to,termtnate
wire.

.
,-

.

3. ^expiain the purpose of wire and insulation', andlndicate the
reasons for the different types of wires.

Evaluation:,

e student will demonstrate rm,hisiher competence in tes of these
III measu

Thrable
_

ob,ectives based upon indiviOual instructors acceptable
performance Criteria, which utilizes a combination of written, oral,
and laboratory. testing4arocedures.

Instructor Refpences:

Electronics Aliembly and ti_Fabricition M,cids, Duarte and
gitraw-H 11-Book 6., 1971. thipters: 1, 5 6, 7, 8, 9,

Electronic ,Techni ues. R,S. Villsnucci, A.W. Avtgis, 'and

R.L..DuaTte,
and 10.

Megow,
'Prenticil-HalL Inc., 1974. Chapters: 3-16.

Technicil Electricit and Electronccs. Peter Buban and Marshall L. SchMitt
c raw-i. oo ts: 27-31.

Overview:

Unit 4 wi'llallow the student to develovcompetencies that wil
a foundation for future mechanical and electrical asiembly tasks.

The unit should also be introduced as a valuabbe resoUrce in
construction. The idea of constructing a project shOuld.be stresse
necessary"halids oe experience in otder to facilitate working with.
and. processes.

The central theme is to describe a variety of toOls and biksic
trical skills for the students to become familiar with arid develop,
ever, craftmanship is also a quality that must be emphasized by the
instructor as an on going process that should permeate all levels o
activities.

Most major topics in this unii can be presented through laboratory
demonstrations, and projects: A student profect can really assist in
evaluating student.9nders.tariding and it will further motivate the students,

1 act as s-

project
d .as a
devices

how-

f

.1

in their studiedt
70



Susgested Presentation Hints/Methodology: .

, Follow the instruitional module Unit outline as a basic skeleton
for curriculum presentatiOn, however, note the following:

-,

.1. When illustrating basic hand tools andadescribing their fuiction,
an overhead projection can be easily adapted as a means,to show
tool outline or shape.' In addition, physically tracing tools

, with color pencils can assist disadvantaged students in learn;
ing the basic differences in size; shape, etc.
Hopefully., in this unit a variety of simple exercises on wire
identification, techniques of wire stripping, methods of wire
termination or wire size determination can really help introduce

:students to many basic assembly techniques.
3. Whatever unit project or lab activities axe utilized, it is vital

. at this age to have activity organization, adequate materials
an4 good supervision of the class.

-

Arthis educational level it ii alsowise when instructing
*students in tools and wiring techniques to uxilize higher abi-
lity students to assist in demonstrating a procedure or helping
a slower student.

§2221/1212T1.21_AEIWIL21_ATAIISTSTIII±ti
. )

1. Thp vocabulary list presented in this unit is long. Spend a
good deal of time describing each term and if possible demon-, . -

strate'each tool listed and emphasize-iafety precautions when
.
.1 appropritte.

....

Wire stripping stranded wire is taken for granted by many
4.ifistructors, however, the correct technique is sometimes diffi-
cult for students to acquire. When deionstrating this skill
make an effort to explain what happens electrically and mechan-

1.

InstruCt.;ional Module Contents:
(.1

1 t unit. Outline (overhead)

..

2. Pre-Post:lest (keyed)

. 3. Technical%lossary

wprkshevt (vocabula.ry) - Tool and Material Identification'

I. Quest Activities

ically when strands are broken'during the stripping process.
):-Olemember that safety must be stressed especiallyoin this unit.

Try to emphasize to students for examPle, that when changing an
:-.;pAC plug extreme care must be observed to secure wires ine-
their proper location to avoid a hazardous situation

6. Infoilational Handout (Tools ani Equipment I May Need)

7. Informational gandout (Wire: Purpose anti Use)

8., Informational Handout (Wire Termination Methods)

9. Unit Module Answer Keys

LP.-U4-271



IV. 'Wiring Tools and Wire

A. Essential Wiring Tools and Usage
1. long nose pliers

.2. Diagonal cutting pliers

3. Wire strippers

4. Other' varieties

Wires and Cablts
1 Wire as_ a conductor

Insulation- -purpose aiid types

Kinds of wir'e

Cables and cords

Wire size

41;

_Wire termination methods

WiTing plugs
.LILU4-3



Test Number

LI-U4' UNIT EXAM

IMPORTANT-
Indicate youi responses on the answer sheet rly. Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct answer o each question -
there is only one correct answer for eaeh question.

1. Wire/strippers are used to remove the insulation'from wires. T-4)

2. A stranded wire is less flexible than a solid wire of the same
gauge. (T-F)

Soldering irons are available in many shapes, sizes, and wattage
ratings. For general project work, a 25-35 watt iron is appropriate.
(T-F)

4. A conductok provides a path through which electricity can easily
flow. (T-F

S. Plastic is a common con4uctor used on wires. (T-F)

6. A 24 gauge wire has a larger diameter than a No. 12 American Wire
Gauge wire. (T-F)

(

7. ' When fastening a wire to a screw terminal, the wire should be
wound, around the screw in a clockwise direction. (T-4F).

I.. An insulator offers a difficult path for the flow of electricity.
,(T-F)

9. Connectors are generally used for a one-time, permanent 'contact
between wires and cables. (T-F)

10. Diagonal-cutting pliers are designed for stripping wires. (T-F)



Sir

AK 11. A chassis punch is commonly used to punch round holes in sheetmetal.
(T-F)

Lonrnose pliers are disigned primarili for holding and bending
fmall-gtUge wires. (T-F)

13. A killips head screw can be driven by either * standard blade
screwdriver, or a Phillips screwdriver. (T-F)

mr

14 The proper strain relief knot
an electrical cord is the
(A) Square, (B) Undertakers,

to use when connecting a plug to
knot.,

tranny, (D) Underwriters.

15. The best conductor for most .electrical work:
(A) copper, (B) aluminum, (C) (D)



Date:

Period: A

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

ADJUSTABLE An open-end style wrench..,with adjustable jaw size.
I WRENCH: This type of wrenCh is Made with one stationary jaw,

and an adjustable jaw, operated by a thumb scrOw. This
allows one wrench to be used on many different nuts or
bolt sizes.

CABLE: A group of insulated wires held together by an outer
covering.

-CENTER PUNCH: Atmetal punch with a sharp point. The center punch
is'used to mark the location of a hole that is to be
drilled,preventing drill "wandering."

cyAssIs PUNCH: A sheetmetal punch designed for punching round holes in
.a range of sizes from 1/2" to 3". The punch halves are
drawn together with a machine Screw.

CONDUCTOR: A material through wtich electricity will easily flow.
Wire is a conductor or conducting material.

CONNECTOR: A device at the end of a wire or cable used to connect
the wires to or disconnect the wires.from the equipment,

DIAGONAL-CUTTING Pliers used for cutting soft metai.vire. Two popular
PLIERS: terns used for identifying these pliers are diagonals

and dykes.

FILE: A tool used mainly to smooth the edges of sheetmetai,
and to do small amounts of cutting, shaping,and fitting

GAUGE:

,HEAT SINK:

of metal parts.

A standard method for sizing wires. Gauge sizes are
given as numbers, such as 24 gauge of 24g. The lower
the number, the larger the diameter of the wire.

A small tool used to draw heat away from an electrical
part or connection during the soldering process.

HEX WRENCH: A six sided wrench used for removing Allen head set
screws or bolts.

INSULATION: A material which does not allow electricity to-flow
through it. Insulation is placed around a wire, connec-
tion, or joint to prevent a short circuit or an lima-

\ dental shock.

JACK: A plug-in device or recepticle which accepts a matching
plug to complete a connection.



LONG-NOSE
PLIERS:

LUG:

NUT DRIVER:

UG:

". ,

PORYABLE
ELECTRIC DRILL:

REAMER:

SCALE:

SCREWDRIVER:

Date:

/Pliers used primarily for handling small objects and for
bending and shaping wires: Most long nose pliers also
have a cutting jaw for cutting small gauge Wires.

A terminal or device which is designe4 for easily
attaching Wires or electrical parts. Most lugs require
that tilos wire be wrapped-on and soldered.

.A tool designed to rigpidly install Or remove
tool resembles a socket yrench attached to a
handle.

nuts. The
screwdriver.

The male half of $ cnnector which is plugged into a
matching jack or socket.

A hand-held power tool used
materials. The tool uses a
and generally has a trigger

for drilling holes in liarious
chuck to hold the drill bit
style iwitch as-a control.

A tapered tOol used to,slightly enlarged holes drilled
in sheetmetal.

A tool marked off in divisions and used.for measuring
length or distance. A one foot ruler is a type of scale.

A tool which allows you to produce a twisting motion
to tighten or loosen screws. The two common tip types
are slotted or standard and Phill,ips-head.

SCREW TERMINAL: A type of connector which uses a screw to hold or connect
a wire in place. Screw terminals are often found bn the
back of speakers, on AC plugs, etc.

SHEETMETAL A special cutting tool used to nibble away small bits
NIBBLER: of sheetmetal. A nibbler cap be used to cut irregular

shaped holes in sheetmetal.

SLIP JOINT
PLIERS:

801,1DER:

SOLDER AID:

A common type of plier designed for holding or gripping
work. The slip joint permits the/ jaws to be opened
wider.

A mixture of tin and lead, which i's,melted into an'
electrical connection to form a bond.

A tool used to bend wires for easy connection to
terminals or lugs. Solder aids may also contain a brush
or pointed probe for clearing terminals of solder.

SOLDERING IRON: A tool used to provide the heat required when making a
solder connection.

LI-U4-7
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c.
SOLDERLESS
TERMINAL:

--L
Name:

Date:

Period:

Also called a solde less connector or crimp connector,
these devices do not1 require soldering, rather, thewire is inserted intp a -luge.and the lug is squeezed
with a special tool,1 to make the electrieal connection.

SOLDER REMVER: 'A device*used to remove molten solder from a wire orconnection. Most desoldering tools draw,the molten
solder from the connection with a vacuum or suction

. force.
SOLID WIRE:

. SPLICE:.

STRANDED WIRE:

STRIPPVG:

TERMINATION:

TIN SNIPS:

UNDERWRITERS
KNOT:

VISE:

WIRE NUT:

A type of wire that consists of only one solid conductor,usually covered by insulation..
A method for connecting two or more wires together.
Example: Tap splice, Rat-tail splice, or Western Union

A type of wire whsich consists of mafiy strands of finewire twisted together. The twisted conductors are thencovered with an insulating material. Stranded wire is
more flexible than solid wire of the same gauge.
The process of removing the insulating 'material -(pl-mstic.,
cloth, enamel) from a wire or coiductor.
The"eriding of a wireln.wire connection.
A scissors like tool used for cutting sheetmetal.
A special strain relief knot used on electrical cords.If the .cozd is accidentalty pulled, the knot will absorbthiCforce, 'rather than the electrical connection.
A tool used to securely holdiworisp pieces while drilling,cutting, .soldering) etc.. The most common style Vise
is called a bench vise, alttiough many specisilty vises
#re available kor electronics work.
A _type of insulated, solderlesi connector used for
making Rat-tail joints. To use a witre nut, thread it
onto a- piar of bare conductors which are held parallel
to each 'offier.r.: The conductor will twist and be held
together `ft rmily .

A common-tool used-to remove the insulation from a
conduCtor, br wire.

WIRE STRIPPERS:

S.

LL-U4-8 ,
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WORKSHEET

Name:

Date:

Period:

VOCABULARY - TOOL AND MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION

Identify the items pictured below:. Use complete names:.

4.

8.

.

LI -U4.0
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ft

name:

Period:

.1.11=0.0.101=0111M1.11111.=1111Np
15,

16.

19.

20,



404

Date:

Period:
11.11111101MINUM.........

LI-u4-11 so

21;

22,

23,

24,

2$.

26.

27..

28;

29.

30.
1 1



Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 4"
S.

GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH HAND TOOLS USED IN_ELECTRONICS:

In this exexase ypu mill draw a sketch.of a number of basic electrical
hand tpols, write-a simple statement about the tool's use, and list any
safety.precautions tq observe when usinpthe tool. To help in your work,
if available, borrowthe tool you are drawing from the tool cabinet and
have it at your desk to handle and look at,

EXAMPLE:

A.

1. Standard Screw.
Driver

USE:

Hitting,
striking, or
forming metal.

2. Setting rivets

LI-U4-12

.SAFETY:

Never hit two
hammers together
Make sure handle,
is on tightly.
Do not put ham-

imers on the edge
of the table,

4. When hammering,
hit away from
other people.

S. leep fingers
away from the
hitting7area.

SAFETY:

a



4,

Wire Stripper

Diagonal Cutting
Pliers

Long Nose Pliers

'USE:

USE:

,USE:

Name

Date:

Period:

SAFETY:

4.0

SAFETY:

LI-U4-13 Spo4 --
I
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INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

II WOO

A
TOOLS AND EQUIFMENT I KAY NEiD

e following tools, and materials are considered as "basic eqUipme.pt"
building or repairing of olectrical trojects.

.1. Diagonal cutting pliers

2. Long nose pliers

v
3, .Heatlink

4. Soldering iron (appropriate wattage)

5. Thin solder (rosin core 60.-40)

k. Solder aid

7. Wire Stripper

8. Solder "Sucker" remover

9.

10.. Assorted, tpe/size icrewdrivers
A

s
L1-114.14
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Nano.:

Date:.

Period:

The following items'.may be needed and should be available in your
school laboratory:

A. Portable, Electric Drill

B.. Chassis fumch Set

C.
T
Slip Joint Pliers.

and Bits '; G. Scale or Ruler
H. Vise

I.
D. Hex Wrenches

E. Assorted Miniaicure Files

F. Nut Driver Set

Center Punch

Tin Snips.

Reamer

Sheetmetal Nibbler

If

.Remember, sblecting the
the difference'between
professional one. .gach
select tools..to.fit thg

proper toolsUsing the* wiselyvoften makes
a rdugh, rancid ? rookie job andAt slick., super,
'tool WOrks in its own speciaLway so t!IyAiys
construction task.

Ll:U4-15
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INFOViATIONAL HANDOUT

WIRE: PURPOSE AND USE

PURPOSE insulation ire

Wire is an, impostant part of all electrital circuits and you-should
reviewsome óf the main fact,ors to be considered when selecting-vr"
using wire.

4
A conductor (wire) provides the path or highway for the movement of
electrons, and.many times wire is covered with insulation to keep
the electricity safely within the wire.°

, Name:

Date: .

Period:

A

rCONDUCTOR + INSULATOR --WIRE. .

- .comigTog - INSULATOR * BARE WIRE

TyRes- of Wire -
,

Solid,wire is usually made from one thick copper thread.. It is easy to
handle andr"to solder, yet, when a lot of movement is necessary this kind
of wire should not be used. YouIcan buy this wire in a variety of out-
side colors and .sizes. Components,We resistors, capacitors, inductors,
and transformers have solid wires (leads) extending from the body of e
device so.,thsit the component may be connected securely to.the circuit.

USAGE EXAMPLE: Solid wire is used to complete electrical circuits in
the walls of homes, sthools and industries.

,

. itStranded wire is maae from a b eh or group of copper, threads that Nhve

Movement is important thi is thitype of wire to use. Remember that you
been twisted toietherto ar'llike one wire'. When'hexibility dr

must really be eareful when stripping this kind of wire or some of the -'
gtrands will be broken. Stranded wire is generally tinned witfi-solder
before being connected:to.a circuit point.'

. ,,._

USAGE EXAMPLE: Strahded-wire is used in cables, appliances, and exten'sion
cords. . .

.

WIRE INSULATION -. PROTECTION .
,

,

Most wires 'are covered by-some kind of insulating material to prevOn't
short-circuiet and dangerous accidents! Look at the various types of
col/ell-us

.

used utsh each kind of wire on the following page.

LI-D416 Sr0 -4
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enamel

Name:

!IC)

Date:

Period:

insulations
plastic

WIRE SIZES -

SOLID WIRE

STRANDED W110

The American Wire Galige (AWG) fiumber is a system of describing by number,
the size Or electrical capacity of the wire. The larger the wire number,
the smaller the diameter of the wire. Of course, it.is important toselect the proper size of wire for the job at hand..

1.NOTE: Alwire gauge is a device that can be used TO detehine the size ofwire.

SIZE E*AMPLE: A 120 wire can carry less electricitythan a #10 wire because
the no is'physlcally-smaller in size, hence less current can travel .through this wire.

0

,'3°FLOW ; ED e ()
() e

c7
e"Oe'et e e

#20

WIRi IN GENERAL

Most wire is now made from copper because it is such a good conductor of
electricity and clan be purchased at a fair price. 'Silver is rated as a
better conductor, however, it is far more expensive which means ihcreased
cost, thus, it is seldom used by manifacturers.

COVV*. ALUAIKEA



Name':

Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

WIRE.TERMINATION METHODS

WIRE TERMINATION METHODS:

After routing a wire to a location in a project, how do you finally end
or secure the wfre connection? "There are several approved methods, some
of which are pictured below.

0 Attach the uiire directly to
a pin or teiminal LUG

. .
0 Use a mom to connect

,.

-one wir4 to another. Splices
are generally solderedl and tHen
insulated with black electrical
fape,

.

%

C) A WIRE NUT can be used to
mechanically bold wires together.
Soldering is not required.

Wire Nut

s 7



Naafi:.

Date :

Period:

0 Various types of CRIMP 9R
SOLDERLESq TERMINALS are
available tor connecting wires
together., or attaching a cap or
lug to the wire end.

Solder less
Terminal

Lug

Step Stip Step
1 2 3

wire

Ctimp

-4

0 SCREW TERMINALS provide, another
method for securing, a wire. Usuallythe wire is tinned, formed into a
loop or hook, and placed under the

. head of the screw. The sirew is
tightened down completing ttre connection.

0 Many times, wires.are attached to a
,

PLUG OR JACK CONNECTOR.
These devices allow the wire con-
nection tO be pliigged together (joined)
or pulled apart (diSconnecte0.

41-

a

'PLUG

. Tifrift!r
-
dApic

y-04-19 '538
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ANSWER KEY
UNIT 4

TOOL AND MATERIAL
IDENTIFICATION

1. Rat-tail splice
2. center punch
3. long nose pliers
4. AC plug
S. solderless connector
6. heat sink
7. sctle
8. portable electric drill
9. standard blade screwdrivey

10. soldering iron
11. insulation
12, wire stripper
13. file
14. solder aid
15. chassis punch
16. reamer
17, diagonal cutting pliers
It. Allen wrench
19. nut driver
20, wire nut .

21. bench vise
12. aviation shears
23. Phillips screwdriver
24. screw terminal (barrier strip)
25. 'adjustable wrpnch
26. stranded wire
27. solder
28. slip joint pliers
29. solder remover
30. Underwriters knot

QUEST ACTIVITY

(subjective evaluation) .
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STATE ELECTRIC1TY/ELECTRONICS guRRIaLum GUIDU,
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL I UNIT

4110\, -Title of Unit:' Soldering

Time Allocation: 2 week

Uhit Goal: :

1

.T6' instil student confidence and competence in operating soldering
devices, including knowledge related to the soldering process, wire
preparation, solder, apd'soldering materials.

A \ P,
Unit' Objectives :

The siudent will be able to:
4

describe the function, list safety precautions, and illustrate
the carrect use of each soldering device 'presented in this unit.

,2. identify ,pd demonstrate proper soldering techniques and methods
of preparing wires for soLdering.

explain the purpose of the following processes: soldering,
tinning, mechanical connections and desoldering.

Evaluation:
Pr

The student will demonstrate his/her competence in,terms of these0 -measurable objectives Uased.upon individual instructors acceptable per-
formance criteria, which may utilize a combination of written, orali

s'and laboratory testing procedures.

Ilstriactor References:

Electronics Assembly ahd Fabrication Methods. S.R. Duarte and R.C. Duarte,
-McGraw-Tiiil:Took .197'.i. Chapters: 11 and 5-10.

A. *,l
Electronic Techniques. R.S. Villanucci, A.W. Avtgis, and W.F. Megow,

:Prentice-Rall, Inc.,.4974. Chapters: 3-16.
P

UnCierstanding_ Electricty and Electronics. Peter Buban and Marshall E.
chmitt, McGrw43iljiook co., 19757 Unitu 24-28.

Ove,rview:
0

.Like Unit 4 this unit will also allow the student to physically
, develop skills and/or competencies that will form a foundatiQn for future
'nechanical and electrical assembly tasks.

Unit 5 is'-a fpn kind of activity unit because it focuses-on an aspect
of ttainin# tliat is stimulating and fascinating to students.

Technical-justification for the soldering process in electrical work
along with the fundamental s'oldering definitions and ,basic techniques
should be'the'initial topics for the pres-entation.

Next; safety must be(again emphasized as an on going process when

410
working .i4411 tools and,material,

The other major topics in this 'unit can be presented,through labora-
.

tory demonstratidns and activities. 'Remember, student expertise can be
further enhanced by creating activities which are predicated on' those
competencies depicted. in the unit outline. 4

LI-U571



suratstedPresentatioodolor.:
Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton

for curriculum presentation, !:)wever, note the following:

1, It is recommended that from,the outset the use of safety glasses
be a mandatory procedure during the spldering process. A
method for sanitizing and cleaning'skould be available in the
shop and utilized when appropriate, or on a regular basis.

2. To 'Save wear and tear on table tops or shop benches it is
beneficial to invest in some.small circOlar boards or the equi-
valent and use them when students are soldering, OT 4oing any
construction'work. This will protect the workbenches and leave
the shop environment in a more positive condition. ACcidents,
burns, and scratches over the year can really'destroy the
furniture. It is also smart to make or purchase holders for the
soldering irons to help reduce damage caused by a Misplaced
"hot" iron.

3. Check the cords on soldering irons frequently for burns and
exposed conductors. It is common practice that students will
inadvertently burn their own iron's cord and cieate a potential].)
dangerous situation. When purchasing a new soldering iron check
to see if the cord can be replaced without physically having to
splice the replacement line cord to the old cord.
One way to control solder is to hand it out in 6 inch.pre-cut
lengths. This should help reduce the overall consumption of
this very expensive material.

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. Majy soldering demonstration charts are available freet so
ck around and pick several up. Mount these charts strate-

gically around the classroom for student use.
2, When instructin; or demonstrating desoldering techniques it is

usually easy to procure old printed circuit boards which are
loaded with components. Have students remove patts in-an effort
to develop their proficiency.

3. if available,demonstrate the use.of other kinds of soldering
devices. Do not overlook aids, solder suckers, heat sinks,
and other support materials.

4. If,student soldering exercises are the activity of the day be
sure to walk around and examine student work and the general
order in which it is .being accomplished.

.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Bnit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical GlosS'ary

'4. Worksheet (vocabulary) Word Decoding

ft

S. 'Quest Activities

6. Infdrmational Hadbout (A Four Step Guide to Soldering)

7. Informations} Handout (Electrical Connections)

8. Unit Madule Answer Keys



Soldering'

A. Functionthe'. Solder Bond

B. Solder and Solder Flux

*C. Sdldering Devices and Aids.

D. Wire Preparation for SOldering-

R. Soldering Wlres to Lugs, Terminals,
.n.d Other Wire

Proj et, Constisuction
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IMPORTANT-

UNIT EXAM

SOLDERING

Test Number

.4

Indicate your responses on the answer sheet 92212. 4Fil1 in
the.box cbrresponding to the correct answer .to each question -
there is only one correct answer for each question.

The type of sc4der used in electronic prOject constryction is called
-- 60/40 msin core sol-41. (T-F)

2. A dull-colored, rough solder joint is acceptable as long as enough
solder is:used. (T-F

1,

. A wire being soldered to a lug is usually firit loosely fastened
to the, lug to hold it in pifce. (T-F)

Do not Tomve or handle a newly soldere4wire until the solder.has
c mpletely hardened. (T-F).

The job of removing solder from-a connection is done'vith-a
desol4ering tool. (T-F)

6. Solder is a mixture of tin and flux. T-F) '

The process of costing a wire, terminal, pr soldering irbn-tip with
:a thin layer of solder is called

-

/

Solder used for electronic Wark usually contains one more.cores pf
flux, which helps to-clean the connectio

'

9. Joining tagetner (twistin ) two or more wires to.form a permanent
connection is called a

,

When solderivg parts whiCh are easily damaged by he,at, a tool called
e sho.Ula Ibe used.

\'

LI-U5-4 95
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TE.CHNI CAL GLO RY.

Data:

Period:

CONDUCTOR A method fdr.'conneotiiig or Attaching two or more:vires
together. A satisfEictory conductor joint must be I)
mechanically secure - wires tightly twisted togelhgzL__
21 electrigally secure ,- the connection, must passelectricity, and 3) covered with an approved insulation.

. DESOLDERING A device used to remove molten. Solder from a it-iire or
TOOL: connection. Most desoldering tools draw the molten .,...solder from the connpction with a vacuum 'Sr svction

. force.' ,. ../, ..

.1

ELECTRItAL.TAPE:
,...., .

A black vinlI insulating tape used to cover ,exposed
conductor jointst-

FLUX.: A chemical us'ed when preparilg wires to be sordered.
Flux helps ,reMove dirt and oxides .which aids in.' making, a good solder joint. For electrical work Ose onl) rosin1

, flux, which is available as a ipaste, or as a co'resolder itself. 1, .. ,

MECHANICAL nhe process of attaching'wireps 'to termintas", or anoth'er
CONNECTION: , wirer by twAsting or, bending thcitm so that the' connection
. 1. remaas snug eVen though' it is not soldered.. .. ,

dOLDE,R: A mixture o'E tin and lead which is mbite-Anto an elear
trical Connection to increase electrical. contact, Amprove,
mechanical strength and to protect against oxidation. . e.

. SolderT.u.ted for electrical work is known as 60/40 rosin'
_core-. Thalt is: 60% tin and 40% lead with.a care of .rosin. /. .. ..

SOLDER JOINT: The process of cleaning, heating, and Oróperly appying
solder to a connection, splice, or 'joint.

SOLDERING 1/4: A-tool, with a hedled tip, uked to heat a' connic.tion
soldering.-- The style of, iron' used for genel-aI electr6-.
nic work is called a "pencil" iron and has,11 rating -
.betweeri 25 and 40 watts.

SkICE:

TINNING:

A Method for connecting two-or more wiilw.together.
Example. Tap splice, Rat-tail 'splice, or Western Union 1

,splice.: .. , %. . .The process of cleaning and, coating' with solder. 'Tinning
is usually 'thought of as. the job of prepating the heated-
tip of a soldering iron, b`ut wirès, terminals-, and part
leads are often tinned beforer'Taking an electrical
connection'. .

L1-U5-5
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ScORE« .

GRADik''

WOR)SHEET 1

Name

Date:

Period:(

VOCABULARY WORD DECODING

The words below have little meaning until they are 'decoded. Each letteractually stanis for another letter in the alphabet. ,YoUr task is 'tobreak the cbde and decode each word. 'The example will get you starte
The code will be the stme throughout the worksheet. .

EXAMPLE:

QGU'AX
PROJECT
PHSVkA

PG_SWAQ
1 MM. -

OVFFVFC

QGPI.IF,

5. P4GSWAQ trG,VFO
MM. .111. S Ol "r; grr

6. XGFWIXOGQ. UGVF 0

7. ASAX 0Q.VXZS OZ11 A

IPMPO OW.

8. PGSWAQVFC VQGF

t

9. WAPGSWA,QVFC OGGS.

5.

7.

'
ay.

9.

10. EAX.DZFVXZS XGFFAX 0 VGF 10.- 0.1= MOO, eilm All mow

L145-6
971
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SCORE:

GRADE:

Name:

/. Date:

WORKSHEET Period:
QUEST ACTIVITY

"WIT 5".

In this activity,.6iou will be able
basic electrical Splices the rat-
Union splice. Obtain the materials
tional handout as a guide to comple
M.2.1.,,Int your completed splice in the
assignment for grading...,

MATERi ALS REqUIRED:

RAT-TAIL SPLICE
1. Obtain safety glasses.
2. Plug in iron and tin tip as dcrected.
3. Obtain 2 pieces of solid wire. about 5 inches long.
4. Remove about I inch insulation from otte'end of each wire.
5. With the right hanil, twist these ends, tightly) around each other as

demonstrated.
6. Finish the splice by cutting off the ends *ith the rineman's pliers.
7. Solder exposed twisted wi.re to a shiny finish.
8. Seek instructor's approval and then attach, to sheet.

to try our hand at making three
tailspp ice, tap splice, and Western
l*Sted elow, and use your informa-

te a sample of each type of splice.
areas pr vided, and turn in the

Safe y glasses
Sold ring iron
Solder 60/40
6 pieces of #14-18 guage
ins4ated wire S" long
Requived hand tools

dr

RAT-TAIL SPLICE1

98



( TAP SPLICE .

Obtain safety glasses.
.2: Plug in iron and tin tip .as,directed.

Pt-
3. Obtain two .pieces of solid wxre about 5" long. .

4. Remove about 3" of insulated .covering from the end of the iap wire.
S. Remove about 1" of insUlation frOm the middle of ihe main WiTe where

the branch splice is to be attached.
.

.

b. Wrap the tap wire around the main as directed by instructor
7. Make two long turni and four short turns with tap wire.
8.. Cut off the extra wire, and solder. Seek invtructor's approval'alid

attach to this lab. .

Name:

DateY:

Period:

1TAPSPLICE
WESTERN INION SPLICE

1. Obtain safety glasses.
2. Plug in iron and tin tip as directed.
3. .Obtain pi4es of solid wire about 5" 'long. ;4. Remove 2"oof insulatiOn-on each wire.
54; Cross the wiret at their middle then'twist the ands in opposite

directions 3 to 4 times.
6. Twist each end sharply, at right angles to the run on thp splice, andwind 3 full turns.
7. Cut off the eixcesg ends and solder.
8. Seek instructor's approval and attach to this lab.

_)

WESTERN UNION SPLICE

L145.8 9 9



A
Name:

Data:

Periodg
.06

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

A 4 STEP GUIDE TO SOLDERING)

INTRODUCTION: What is soldering?

In all Electricity/Electronics'work, hip. quality spIdexing connections'
are important. Soldering allows the joining together, both mechanically
and electrically, ok metal objects (wires, component leads, etc.) using a,

, Imterial called solder and a heating deirice called a soldering-iron.'

SKILL

olr

Solder

Many.times soldering is rewired to make sure that an electLpal-connection
will last for a long time. Proper Soldering will also OOOOOO

',Prevent corrosion Add strength

Soldering Iron

-

Soldering Process

LI-115-9



"(SOLDERING ERROR)

keit:
(:Date

riod:

(REMEDY)

*Not enough solder used .aw Apply more solder

*Too much solder used ----7.---Remove excess and. reflow
Improper heat.'appitication Reheat and remove solders(cold solder joint) then.reflow

beiolderjng ProCess:

Sometime you will have to remove soldered wires or parts from a proj.ect or
mounting lugs or terminals, `to do this this components must first be
desoldered. Desoldering is basically the reverse of the soldering process.Study the list below of the steps that you, shOuld follow each time you
desolder.

Obtain tools and 'materials

Plug iron in and clean tip
Tin the tip
Keep tip damp with sponge

Grasp wire or lead

Apply heat
,

/'
Apply pressure use solder

. removing tooli/
RemoVe part

0
V l Check/clean.up

When "re-sting" a s'oldering iron always use 'a soldering iron holder Or'
stand.

Always hold a soldering iron by its handle and whe,n reaching fdr it *4

be alert and never accidently 'grab the "hot" tip
15o not splash hot solder around by shaking the iran when soldering or
desoldering.

LI;u5-1o1 n
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Name:

Date:

Period:

Vik

Selecting Soldering Tools and Materials:

Always use the correct tools and materialsT to complete the task: and
remembtr, proper use of tools and materials will increase your sicill
and the quality of your work. Check the following list when preparing
to solder.

Safety glasses
Proper wattage (heat) soldering iron and tip
Rosin core -solder - 60/40

Soldering Procedures:

Solder aid
Solder .remover tool/braid
Damp sponge
Misc.' hand tools
Vise

Correct soldering requires the learning of a skill,and the befst way to
learn .a ski I I is td Irattbte . Study the -rist l*row of the steps that
you should follow eac tipe, it is necessary to solder.

Qbtain tools and materials
, .

.Plug iron in and clean tip

Tin the tip .;

. ..
,

Prepare parts 'to* be soldered
_

_Make Mechanical connection
..

Protect heat sensitive parts

Apply solder
.

,

Don't move parts

Visual. check%)

Inspection:
PI

6

Qheck your work imme44iately after the solder hardens to avoid making a pogr
solderang connection. Poor 'connections are generally caused by "three" ,

specific problems. However, you can fix each of these problem$ by
applying the remedies on theJ next page.

192



4

INFOR4ATION.AL WANDOUT.

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

Name:

Data:

Period:

St

44.

,%,

Electrical connections and electrical circuits must
be reliable. Therefore., the individual who is wiring
'and soldering must be skillful. These sheets will
help you mastei sone basic wiring techniques, but
remember it takes a great deal of practice to.learn a
skill, so lets get started! . c.

Note, splices are hand-formed wire connections. Thp three most commonly
used splices are the; Rat-Tail, Tap or Tee, and the Western Union.

3
eSommon

plices

Rat-Tail4

This splice is generally used where two or ore wires ate to be joined
together. The Rat-Tail joint is commonly used in an electricalejunction
box, like the ones'in" your Home. This splite should be soldered and taped,
or a solderless connector (wire nut) used, before the box cover ie replaced.
Note, if wire sizes below Alit 14 are used the splice can no longer be
formed by hand. ,Use pliers for twisting and be careful not Zo damage the
wires. Follow the examples below .when making this splice.

-

Tap or Tee:

IIIThis splice is also.used in home electrical wiring circuits. The Tap
splice is used when you want to connect alikranch conductor to a main wire
or conductor. The advantage of this splice isithat the main wire is not.

. LI-115-12
i

.

.
..

9

6 Twists

then older and tape.
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4 Name:,
1

/Date:-

Period: 5.0

cuto just stripped where the branah" wire ks, joined. This splice 'should
be soldered and taped. Follow the examples given when making this splice.

-

spoimormir

A B.

"

Branch Wire Ma,in Wire
(tap wire)

Western linions

Toget,e

, .

then Solder an,d,tape.

This splice is the strongest of the three connections Shown here, .and..the
most interesting one to make. It,ls used fbr splicing a broken/cut wi:re
in a long wire or to extend a wire a, few more feet if ittis short. Th,is
splice should be soldere4 and taped when.completed. This iplice.has an
interesting piece of history,attached to its 'name. When the:Western Ition
Telegraph Company had prbblems with breaks in telegraphic wires their
workers would use this splice to repair the wire. Follow the examples
given when making this splice.

3

*a.

(
t.

-then solder and' tfpe.
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WORD DECODING'

I. splice,
2. solde.r
3, tinning
4. rosin -

S. solder joint
6. conductor joint
7. electrical tape
8. .soldering iron
9. desoldering tool

10. mechanical connection

4.

'QUEST AdTIVITY
.4(

(subjective evalUation)

ANSMER KEY
UNITS

LI-U5-15
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,ELECTRICITY / ELECTRONICS
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INSTRUCTIONAL MODULE
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STATE OF CALIFOR.NIA
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BY
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STATE ELECTRrCITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY'LEVEL 1 UNIT 16

Title of Unit: Magnetism and Electromagnetism

Time Allocatidn: 1 week

Unit Goal:

To broaden and impart studeht competence in terms of comprehending the
basic effects, application, and Influence that both magnetism and
electromagnetism have* on their dairy living and lifestyles.

A

Unit Objectivu:

The student will be able to:

1. write or recite an explanation describing the characteristics
of the phenomenon referred to as magnetism and/or electromagnetism

identify and list several common devicps or appliances that use
the principle of magnetism or electrom'agnetism in theirl)peration.

3. explain the basic laws of magnetism related to thevoles of a
magnet, and describe the'three.fundamental catesories for class-
ifying magnets.

Evaluation:
tt

The studerit will demonstrate his/her, competence in teTms of these
measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable
performance criteria, which may utilize a combination of written, oral,
and laboratory testing procedures.

nstructor,Referefices:

Electricity And Electronics. Howard Gerrish and William Dugger, Goodheart-
.

Willcox Co.,..1978. Chapter: 4. .

Industrial Arts Electricity.A'tlifford Lush and Glenn Engle, Chas. A
Bennett co., 1971. ChOter: 2 and 4.

Introduction to Electricity. Kurt Harding Schick, McGraw-.Hill Ryerson
Limited, 1975. Chapter: 2 and 9.

- Overview:
rft

Most students can identify some -of hhe basic properties of magnets
through their own personal experiences, hence the sub3ect- matter is not
*foreign and quite easy to introduce.

Stress that this topic has tremendous impact on the lives of each of
us and then trace the historical background of this topic Arior to the
teChnical presentation on types of magnets.

The next topic of emphasis should he the basic laws of magnetic attrac-
tion and repulsion, and while instructing in this area a discussion in
reference to the Earth's magnetism-would be appropriate.

Then Oersted's discovery is ideally suited as a point of origin for a
411 discussion on electromagnetism.

Unit 6 should conclude with an emphasis on the uses or applications
of.both magnetism and electromagnetism in consumer products and in6the
generation of electricity.

LI-U6-1'1 98



usgested Presentation Hints7Methodolost:

Follow the initructional module unit outline as a basic tkelelon f
for curriculum presentation however, note the following:

1. When demonstrating iagnetic linet or flux with.a magnet and
iTon filings be'carefUl not to use aneexcessively stron magnet.
Too intense of a magnet-will not perf6rm adequately because it
forces the fklinp intb groups rather than a uniform patterm.
Try and ireate with the students an atmosphere of importance
About the concept of.electFomaglptipm Wo that they realize that
this tbpic is onei of the most vital to the modern electrical era
Stress that Oersted's.diskcovery has made:possible countles-s
devices from electromagnets to motors.
Refore,a lecturb priSentation use this 1activity to generate some

../enthusiasm. Obtain a small, warkrng, black andwhiteTV and
tune it lor A local channel% -Brinig a strong electromagnet close-
to the front of the C.R.T. and let the class watch.the ictvre.
distort. Discuss the implication.of what has been observed.

4. If a school, budget is available and financially sound, try-10'd0

oisder a simfae assembie-disassemble type kit wbich will Ulu-
'itrate'to students some of the f ndamentals-of magnetism/ .
electromamtism. .

Supplemental tivities and Demonstrations:

1.. A natural for this unit would-be to hive students build a
'simple electric motor kit.' ,This kind 'ef moebrds generally
,designed for'beginning kit-,'butlders and sold complete with a
manual that includes information regarding the How and !la of

2. 'When demonktrating magnetic principles place a magvet 'or magnets
on the stage plate of an overhead,projector and then cover with
w,clear plastic sheet. .Using a shaker, sprinkle some iron
filings on top of the'sheet,'and discuss the pattern treated.

.This can Alsoc.provide an.opportune time to discuss magnetic
%polarity and the basic law of lnsWetism.,

its operation.

/

'Instructional Module Coritents:-

1.

/.

-Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)
eV

, 3. Teanical Glossary

4.. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Know Your 'Definitions

S. Quest Actiyities

6. Informatidnal Handout (Classification of Magnets)

7 Informational Han out (Basic.Law of Magnetism)

8. Unit Module Aniwer Keys

LI-U6-2 1'99
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ATTRACT:

BASIC LAW- OF
MAGNETISM: .

COMPASS:

ELECTROMAGNET:

FLUX LINES:

KEEPER:-.

MAGNET:

Name:

Date:

Period:

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

The acti.on Of drawing-or pulling4toward an objvc't: For
example.; a magnet w.ilk attract a piece of soft.iron.

A thait explains the -intdraction of magnetic fields.
The law states: Like poles repel and unlike poles attract.

A'device which uses the earth's magnetic field, and'
a pivoted magnetic needle which will always point in
a north direction.

A coil of insulated wire wrapped around a soft iron core
which becomes magnetic when electricity'is forced through
it. The strength of the electromagnet depends upon the
amount of electricity flowing through the coil, the
number of turns of, wire in the coil, and the type of core
used. If the electricity flowing through the wire is
turned off, the magnetic field stops.

Thri( 1

e I' s of magnetic force which form around a magnet.

Apiece of soft iron placed across-the poles of a magnet
to "hold" the magnetic field within the magnet, and to
prevent demagnetizing.

A piece of iron, or a special material, which has an
invisible force of attraction to materials such as iron,.
nickbl, or cobalt. ,-

,

MAGNETIC FIELD: The space around a magnet which is controlled by the
magnet.

MAGNETICc.POLE: The part of a magnet where the lines of force are the
strongest. In every magnet there is one north-seeking
pole (N-pole)i and one south-seeking pole (S-pole). 4

MAGNETISM: The invisible force,'produced by a magnet, that allows it
to attract magnetic materials, tnd to attract or repel,
other magnets or magnetic"fields.

NATURAL MAGNET: A material, such as "lodestone" or "magnetite," which in
its natural state acts as a magnet.

Nman-made magnet which when magnetized will keep its
magnetism. Steel or alnico are examples of material .

which can be made into permanent magnets. n;

The action of pushing away or forcing back of an object.
A north'pole of a magnet will repel the north pole of a
second magnet.

A man-made magnet thatloses its magnetism soon,after'the
magnetizing force is removed. Magnetized soft iron is an .

example of a temporanirgilet.

LI-U6-4

PERNANENT
MAGNET:

REPEL:

iEMPORARY
MAGNET:



Test Number

LI-U6 UNIT EkAM

MAGNETS AND ELECTROMAGNETISM

11111101.10M

IMPORTANT-
Indicate your responses on the answer sheet only. :Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct answersto each ques4on
there is onsly one orrect answer for each question.

A magnet will attract both iron,and steel. (T-F)

2. A permanent magnet cannot be destroyed or weakened.- (T-F)

As two.magnets are'moved apart, theix force of attraction increases.
(T-F)

Lodestone is a type.of naturalmagnet.. (T4.)

i An electromagnet must have electricity flowing through it to
produce a.strong magnetic field. (T-F)

'Around eaCh magnet is:
(A) a negative charge, (B) _current, (C) a voltage, (D) a magnetic
field.

7. A magnet which keeps its magnetism for only a short tiie is:
(A) a permanent magnet, (B) made of soft iron, (C) a temporary
magnet, (D) both B and C.

The, basic law of magnetism-says:
(A) unlike poles repel, (B) like poles repel, (C) two south poles
attract, (D) like poles attract

4

Which of the following operates by magnetism or magnetic force?
(A) electric motor, (B).electric buzzer-, (C) electric bell, (0) (

all of the &hove.

///

10. Which pole of a magnet has the least magnetic strength?

III
(A) N-pole, (B) S-pole, (C) both poles have equal strength, (D)

will vary from one magnet to the next.



111,

11, , Permanent Magnet

12: Flux Lines

'SCORE:

GRADE:

MATCHING

Name:

Date:

WORKSHitT Period:

V6CABULARY - KNOW YOUR DEFINITIONS

Match the words below with/the statement having a similar meaning.

.1.

2.

3.

4.

Lodestone

Compass

10.1Repel

Attract A

A.

C.

15. Magnetic Field D.

6. Temporary Magnet E.
F.

7. Basic Law of Magnetism
G.

8. Keeper

9. Magnetic Pole H.

10. Electromagnet

EXTRA CHALLENGE::-

Draw a sketch of the magnetic field which surrounds the bar magnet
below.

A suspended magnetic 1.
needle, which points
north.
The space around
a magnet which con- 3,

tains the flux lines.
Two N-Poles brought 4.
close together.
Electromagnet or 5.
soft iron.
A natural magnet, 6.
Unlike poles attract,
like poles repel. 7.
One N-Pole and one :

S-Pole brought close .8.

together.
A coil of wire, wound 9.
around an irot core
which has elec- - 10.
tricity flowing
through it. 11.
A piece of soft iron
placed across the 12.
poles of a magnet.

J. The invisible lines
of magnetic force"
around a magnet. .

K. The part of a magnet
having the strongest
magnetic force.
A man-made magnet
which will keep its
magnetism for many
years.

4
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Using the clues below.
identify this'out-
standing islividual.
Yout schoollibrary
ar-just an-EnCycjo-
podia will helpycu

.solve the mys,tery.

WORKSHEET

'QUEST ACTIVITY

"WIS. 6"

1 "A,..

', , 0 ' . %, S.\
. 0. , ' .t " .

A.,....,:k

4.sa

191%
s.

0, S.

Name:

Date:

Period:

, Fill in the names of the
,books used to solve this /

"Quest Activity":
,

14

3*

WHO AM
Awarded theiiopley Medal

Born in1777

Physicist/Chemist

*Believed magnetism and
electricity similiar

Helped establish the Royal
Polytechnic Institute

a 4

Discoverer of Electiomagnetism

Teacher

Educated at University
Copenhagen, Denmark

Discovired Aluninum

,Died in 1851

MY NAME 11 S (Dip JO

1.1-U6-7 114
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I.

ab

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

CLASSIFiCATION OF MAGNETS

# /

Date:

Period:

Any magnet tan be elasiiffed as either natural-, temporary, or. permane
Carefully study the descriptionts below.

STEEL ALLOY
MAGNET

NATIARAL
A natural magnet needs no special treat-
ment by people to maim it magnetic.
Lodestone (or magnetite) is a natural
magnet found on the earth. Especially
large quantities can be found in the
United States,-howawer, these magnets
are very weak and really, serve little
purpose in the modern world.

PERMANENT
A permanent magnet or man made magnet,
keeps its magnetism for a long time.
This type of magnet is produced from
magnetic materials and can be made in
many different shapes and sizes. They
are used frequently in electrical
.appliances,, hardware items, and
compasses.



. a

ELECTROMAGNET

POWER
OUTLET

Nate:.

fate:
Periodi

TEMPORARY
Temporary -magnets are generally of two
types, thosiLmatte of material that do
nrot keep tlir Magnetism leng (soft
iron), and .those whitch operate with- the
help 9f electricity (electromagnets).
Electromagnets operate only when e1ec-
tricity is applied, when the electricity
is removed they do snot keep their
magnetism.

,LI-U6-9 116.
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Name:

Date:

Period:
_INFORMATIONAL HANDOUi

BASIp-LAW OF MAGNETISM

Ai you probably know from common experience, when two magnets are .brought plose to each other therwill either pull together (attract),of ptish,apart (repel). The action of the two signets will depehd uponthe position of the magnetic poles. The basic law of magnetismexplains the magnetic reaction in this way:

.44

LIKE 'POLES REPEL
(N-POLE AND N - POLS RIM AS WILL
AS S - POLS AND S -POW

UNLIfiE POLES ATTRACT
(N.P4t1 AND S-POLE ATTRACT)

%%..-%:`% id 1 t ilif

Zit`tNIZ,Z&Vt.tf4yAfila/`1

A,' \ 11) Ilifiii, 4.4 411Q. .N, m to 1 /1101

foe0.0

ZLi mit, oq,-0.t-00 itvt% am %%.
-..11:0,4101 I It Ilt .0% %

'...°0#/0# I/ / I
HiliffriVW

1.1" tic RePulsion

I

ie%0 k.0%\&11 Potif.e40

IitaiggEki

N
0244

/a011;707/1111MAZI'AA 04 ..,involl follt#'iv Iv/ si Ink t.%.6 'I itrilt II %orfol VO.,\.sbkcZ
iIilII I.V1N.WN

Moinetic Anne:non
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ANiWER KEY
UNIT 6'

A. KNOWYOUR DEFINITIONS

1. E
2. A
3. C
4. t
S. Al
6. .1)

7. F

8. I

9, K
10. H

L
12. J
Utra challenge (subjectiVe

evaluation) :

QUEST ACTIVITY

Hans Christian Oersied

A

V.

119
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ELECTRICITY ELECTRONICS
CURRICtiLUM GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONAL MODULE

CIRCUITS,
SYMBOLS,

N D

COMPONENT
IDENTI FICAT ION

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION;

NAME

DATE STARTED
DATE COMPLETED

12o

BY

R. E. LILLO
N. S. SOFFIOTTO



STATE ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICURRICULDM GUIDE

1.0

Ish Title of Unit: Circuits, Symbols, and Component Identification
lir . 1 . \

Time Allocation: 3 weeks .
..

Unit 'Goal:

To investigate and transmit those competencies related to identifying
fundamental electrical components, quantities, and their units of .
measurement, and to attain student competence in understanding the'
basic requirements of an electrical circuit.

Unit Objectives:

The student will-be able to:

1. identify and draw the sclematic symbols of the following common
components: resistor, inductor, capacitor, switch, speaker,-
4enon flashtube, neon lamp', transformer, diode, battery and

'indicator lamp.
,

differentiate and identify the basic circuit parts of an elec..
trical circuit, and demonstrate the Wbility tcl connect components
either in aiseries 'or parallel configuration.

3. identifr- explain the three cOmmon types of electrical
quantiti their Corresponding units of measurements.

Evaluation:

The student will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of these
measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable
performance criteria, Which may utilize a combiriation of written, oral,
and laboratory testing proceduyes.

Instructor References:

.Electronics Assembl and Fab
c raw o.

ication Methods. S.11. Duarte' and R.L. Duarte,
ap ers: 2 and 4.

Introduction.to Electricity. Kurt H. Schick, McGraw-Hill Ryerson
Limited, 1915: Chapters: 3, 7, and 21.

Understandin Electricit and Electronics. Peter Buban and Marshall
mitt, Nc raw-Hil oo

Overview:

0111 75. Units: 2, 3, and 10.

Several basic competencies are introduced in this unit, and these
competencies can serve as a solid foundation for succeeding technical
units throughout this level as well as future levels if they are acquied.

The unit should be presented carefully in terms of content. First',

stress that symbols arb utilized in sqbematic drawilings as a means to
explain where parts are electrically located. Second,,instruction on
component identlfication, with Specific emphasis on those common components
encountered in typical beginning type projects or kits.

Next, it is necessary to identify basic electrical'terms and to
emphasize that these quantities operate as a team when performing within
a circuit. Once the definitions and functions have, been firuiy established
it is relatively easy to associate letter symbols or units of measurtment
with the proper quantity.

Finally the requirements for a complete circuit may be evaluated.

L.147-y21
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Suggested-Presentation Hints/Methodolosy:

follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton
foi curriculut presentation, however, note the following:

1. Be mindful when explaining circuit operation and terminology
that very oftefi first exposure to technical expressions.can
be misunderstood for example "current flow", "potential

:difference", and "yoltage'. Spend a significant amount of'
time with these kinds of terms in order to facilitate your
students basic comprehension.
Present basic DC circiaits by'showing 4tudents.that electrical
parts or components comprise a system only. When they are wired
together to.perform a desired,result or fundtion. This v,stem
can consist of-a simple or complex circuit which has at its
foundation a supply,.control, conduZIZTFid load.
Do not be afraid to usethe ar; of-.repetition as a means.to dril3
or impress students with specific units of measurement or letter
symbols. Use fhe blackboard 'also as an effective, vehicle by
listing a variety of terms and/or units

t
then let the-students

. .

match up the correct pairs.
4. Investigate with ihe class a variety of components that they

might typically encounter when building a simple project. Use
an overhead projector and place a component on top of the stage
plate and ekamine its size and shafie, then, discuss the general
purpose, special properties, value determination/codes, and
symbol. -

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1.. Class can physically exaMine a box containing.basic parts such
as switches, wires, lamps, cells, batteries, bells etc., and
categorize their.lunctions on the blackboard in terms of circuit
use; supply, control, conductor, or load...

2. Instructor can assemble several simple circUits to dramatizes
circuit operation, and by utilizing duplicate load devices can
easily manipulate configuration into p series, parallel,
or combination circuit. Circuit failures can be introduced
along with troubleshooting and repair techniques if desired.
Many short story booklets on-Electricity/Electronics are
available from maror companies. A letter written on school
letterhead indicating a need for a classroom set mill usually
brihg results and thus supplement basic reading materials and
technical knowledge. .

Instructional Module Contents:

1. 'Unit Ouiline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary

4.. Worksheet (vocabulary) Cryptics r'

5. Wdrksheet - Electrical Symbols and Terms

6. Quest Activities
7, Informational Handout (The Electrical Team)
8. Informational Handdut (Basic Electronic Components Us.q In

Project Construction With Schematic Symbol and Letter
Designation).

9. Informational Handout .(Requirements for, and Types of Elictrical
Circuits) ,

10. Unit Module Answer Keys 192
\



40 VII. Circuits, Symbols, and C m onent
Identification

A. Schematic Syrnlaols

s

L. Purpos,

2. Common circuit, symbols

Coffiponent Identih.cation

'Electrical Terms' and Vocanbular

Dasic Units of Measurement

T

DC Circuits

r

1. Requirement for ac mplete
electricw circuit

Series circuits

3. Parallel circuits

4. Combination circuits

F. ProSect Construction



LI-U7

Test Nunber

UNIT EXAM

CIRCUITS; SYMBOLS, AND COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION

IMPORTANT; -
,

Indicate your responses on the answer sheet ERIE. Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct 4nswer to-each question -

there is 9nly one correct answer for each.question.

The letter abbreviation for'voltage is V. (T-F)

One a schematic diagram, the components are shown as schematic
symbols. (T-F)

.A supply provides the electricity for circuit operation: (T-Fl

Electrons always flow from negative to positive in an electrical
circuit.

Motors, lamps, bells, and heaters can be used as loads in
electrical circuits. (17F)

6. The orderly flow of electrons through a, circuit,is known as:
(A) current, (B) electrombtive force, (C) resistance, (D) power.

4

7. A circuit which contains more than one path for current floW is known
as a(n):
(A) para1lel circuit, (B) series circuit, (C) abnormal circuit,
(D) normal circuit.

8. The letter abbreviation for voltage is.the:
(A) V, (B) JAaL, (C) El (D) B.

a.

The letter, abbreviation for current is:
(A) C, (B) I, (C) A, (D) E.

10. "st." is the electrical symbol for the:
(A) volt, (B) ampere, (C) resistor, (D) ohm.
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11. To qualify as a complete electrical circuit, a supply, comductor,
load.and a are required.

12. is the opposition to the flow of electricity, through
a circuit.

13. Wiltag is meaiured in the basic unit

14. The ampere is the.basic unit of measurement fOr

15. The ohm is the.basic unit of measurement for

Identify the schematic symbols drawn below.,

16. 'Hill

-410

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

-OF-

ldentily the abbreviations or letter designations listed below.

24. LP: 28. V:

25. C: 29, S:

26. R: 30. A:

27. B:



AMPERE:

,COMBINATION
CIRCUIT:

COMPLETE

0

COMPONENT:

CONDUCTOR:

CONTROL:

CURRENT:

-LETTER
IDENTIFICATION:

LOAD:

OHM:.

PARALLEL
CIRCUIT:

RESISTANCE:

SCHEMATIC
SYMBOL: -04

SERIES CIRCUIT:

SUPPLY:

a

.ft

,14--

. Name:

Date:

TECHNiCAL GLOSSARY Period:

The basic unit of measurement for current. Abbrev. A.

A circuit consisting of one or more series and parallel-
paths. Combination circuits are often callirseries::
parallel circuits.

An electrical circuit which contains at least a; supply*,
load, control, and conductor. All coiaplete electrical
circuits must contain thev 4 basic parts.

An electronic part.

The part of an electric circuit which forms the path
through which electricity will flow. Copper wire is an
example of a-conductor.

The part of a complete circuit which turns on, turns off,
or routes (directs) electridity through a circuit. A
switch is an example-of a control.

The orderly flow of electrons through a circuit Current
is measured in the basic unit amperes or amps. Letter
symboI: I.

A letter used to identify a particular type' of electronic
component. Example: The letter identification for a
capacitor is C. .

,The device whiCh a circuit is designed to operate.
'Common ciTcuit loads are motors, lamps, speakers, heating
elements, etc.

The basic unit of measurement for resistance. Letter
symbolux

A circuit Which contains two or more paths for current
flow, sometimes referred to as a shunt or branch circuit.

The opposition that a component or circuit offers to the
flow of electricity. Resistance is measured in the basic
umit'ohms. Letter Symbol: R

A sketch used to identify an electronic component and
often referred to as a graphic symbol.

A circuit which allows, only one path for current flow.
Components connected in series are joined in a line, one
after the other.

The device which provides, or supplies, 41-1"m elletricity
needed for circuit operation. Some examples of supply
devices are batteries, generators, and solar cells. The
supply is often referred to as the source.
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VOLT:

VOLTAGE:

Name:

Date:

Period:

The basic unit of measureme\ht -for ioltige. Abbrev. V.

The electrical force or pressure which causes gectrons
to move through a circuit. Other terms for am age are
electromotive force and potenttal difference. Voltageis measured in the basic unit volts. Abbrev. E.

FLASHLIGHT

Push Button

OFF

picture

schematic

127



ISCORE:

GRADE:

Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET PerpA:

VOCABULARY CRYPTICS

Decode the cryptic messages below to identi the electronic term.

EXANPLE:

1.

2.

3..

4

Ap

INV h plate

h

1)2. S.
ca.,40

fel ,V2.1.#1,1-0t,
t:' ft V.' t
4 p

L

is
f y

4111tet, 1.2 tf! 111/'

1.

3.

ket 4.

LI-U7-8
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SCORE:

GRADE:

WORKSHEET

ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS AND TERMS

Name:

Date:

Period:

Draw in the correct schematic symbol for the following electronic
components.

1. Battery:

2. Carbon composition resistor:

3. Disc capacitor:

4. Transformer:

Silicon controlled rectifier:

6. Incandescent lamp:

7. Single pole single throw slide switch:

8. Neon lamp:

Identify the foll wing graphic symbols:

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

16.

a

129



Name:

Date:

Peri d:

C. Give the letter designation D. 4dentify the following.letter
OT abbreviation for the designations ot abbrevlations.,
following.

17. current:, 24. L:

18. ohm: 2$. V:~
19. capacitor; 26. Q:

OmmlaNIMIns

20, battery: 27. D:.p..=
21. switch: .28. A:

GENONNImplm....

22
*

light emitting diode: 29. E:

23. resistor: 30. S:
II.11~,01=41MM,

%Mt

LI-U7-10 130



4,

0
SCORE:

GRADE:

Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

QUEST ACTIVITY

. "UNIT 7"
Identify the compdpent drawings shown below.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

AV%

"Mliso-

dr

S.

[7==J

1

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

1



Voltage.

1.5
VOLTS

Namo:

Date:

PeriOd:

INFORMATIONAL HAVOUT

TIIE ELECTRICAL TEAM

E
Current.4

ResistanceR
imma stspplies

the pressure
which

0

cumENTto flow
throw)? a
Circuit

44.

*NIL&

fli"0"1" opposes
the flow of

4

Units---of Measurement
Voltage is

Current is

Resistance

measured in

measured in

is measured

the basic unit

the basic unit

in the basic unit

LI-U7-12 132
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Name:

Date:

Period:

OPOIMMINEM.M.M11.M

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

BASIC ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS-USED IN PRCLUT CONSTRUCTION
WITH 'SCHEMATIC SYMBOL AND LETTER DESIGNATION

CARBON

RED
VIOLET
RANGE

.

, ,

.

_

fOTEXTIO4011

Symbol: Letter
Designation:

, R

.

COMPOSITION

iv

a ohm
10 wa t

pN

.

. -
t

Symbol: Letter
signation:

R

Symbol:
RLSISTOR

Leiter
Designation:

R

-

CERAMIC

Symbol:

--1(--

,

QB ilISC
cAPACITOR

.

4

Symbol:
4-

---K---

.47,4F

--.0 200VDC )H".
) ,..1.20fAF

isOVIIC
.

1

.

TUBULAR CAPACITQA,
.

ELECTROLYTIC

Symbol: Letter
Designation:

.4(...
0

CRACITOR
Letter

Designation:

C

Letter
-- Designation:

C

IILLESRAUIQU
Symbol:

14p,
222 \roc

Letter
Designation:

C

),ON
\I

ii40

VARIABLE CAPACITOR

Symbol:

C
sw

T
Ob

AEPN FLASHTUBZ
_
symbol: Letter

Designation:

C .

Letter
Designation:

'LP .



Name:

Date:

Period:

.

O

pE C); LAMP

.

,

i -

,

liiiiiiP
DPST INGLE SIVITC1

,

PST SLIDE SWITCH

,Symbol : Letter
Designation :

..----ce-a-c--- S

Symbol : . Letter
Designation :

Symbol : 6. tette r
oszpetignat ion :
0.... *SLP4-

,

i.

.0. PUSH-BUTIO;:

C A

ILI CON CONTROLLED,

,
CATHODE

.

ANODE

§..EW;ONDLICT CR DIOR;
5.W. I nit,

Symbol : littter
, .ii Designation :

~WINO OION,P. S

RECTIFIER
Symbol : Let ter

Designation :
D

Symbol : Letter
Designation :

-.41 SCR

TRANSISTOR

1

......._11104

TRI Ulu _IIZANS FQ1Zjstak

\

.4c)4111.111

..

TRANSFORM'?

S mbol : Letter
Designation:

Symbol.: Lettertf9. Designation:
Q

Symbo 1 : Letter
NA,AAr Designation:

yiern. T . WM. T .
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Name:

Date:

Period:

/( 0
AC LINE' CORD

.

,

... "

ELECTRICAL CUTLET

4,----1
01 I Ll ;laL ,,,,)

.

;NDUCIOR (COIL)

Symbol: Letter
____. Designation:......_,

L

,

,

BATTERY CONNECTOR

LIGI-1T EMITTING DIODE

_

--fntRRF(Yn--

INDUCTOR rcono.

Synbgl
/NA

: Letter
Designation:

0

air core
'ymbel: Letter

nesioation:
....frYYS_, L.,,.- ,0 , 46,0414.

..,, ' q)
,

,

pATTERy

Symbol: Letter
Designation:

±IIII1^ B

,

Symbol:

SPEAKER

.1

INcANUSCENT LAW
,_

ymbol: Letter
Designdtion:

LP

Letter
Desigfiation:

SPKR

A



V

Name:

Data:

Period:.
INFORMATIONAL HANtiOuT

REQUIREMENTS -FOR 'AND TYPESi, 00 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS'

In order to make,/ a working or complete electrical circuit you musthave four basic things present in your °circuit.
l) The supply provides the electrical energy to the circuit.

A

1)\

is an'example of a supply.

2) The control is used to turn the circuit .on Or off.

is an example of a control.
9.1

....

) The conductor forms the pathway ?rforQ *the electricity toflow through.

-Copper is the most common, conductor use d inelectronic projects.

4) The load Is t e ,device that the circtiit, will operate.

is an eXample of a load.

Electric circuits can be built in 'three basic forms,
I) In a series circuit , the \parts,are connected one afterthe other. In this type bf-circuit electricity in onlyone path.

4110

Electridit nows I Only 6ie Path

13 6



4 Name:

,Datei

Peril:$(1:

2) AparaHe! circuit , or branch circuit allows the
electricity to "split up" and take different paths through the
circuit.

3) cOmbination circuith as at least on'e seiles and one
parallel circuit contained within it.

parallel section

LI-111r17 137
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ANSWER KEy
UNIT 7

A. CRYPTICS

1. ohm
2, current
3. alpere
4, schematic

B. ELECTRICAL SYi4BOLS AND TERMS

2.-0A/6-

3. HE'

4.

7.

rryilrIL

5".-404q:

6.

9.. diode
10. capacitor (electrolytic)
11. transistor (NPN)

N.O. Push Button Switch
13. variable resistor (POT)
14. fixed inductor
15. speaker
16. light emitting diode
17,
18. 11

19. C
.

20. B
21. S
22. D
23. R
24, inductor
25. volt
26. transistor
27. diode/LED
28. ampere
29. voltage
30. switch

QUEST ACTIVITY

1. disc. capacitor
2. fixed resistor.
3. incandescent lamp
4. silicon controlled rectifier,
5, slide switch
6. tranSformer
7, capacitor
8. variabM-resistor (POT)-
9. transistor

10. toggle switch
11. line cord .

12. Kish Button Switeh

1.147-19 139
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CURRICULUM GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONAL MODULE

h. NAME

111. DATE. STARTED
pATE COMPLETED

k

LEVEL 11

STAtE OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

1 4

BY

R. E. LILLO
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STATE ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE

Title of Unit: Resistors and Identification Systems

Time Allocation: 1 week

Unit Goal:

To develop those student competencies which will enable students to
grasp the basic theory and application of resistance, and to famili-
arize students with the symbols and coding systems that are employed

. in reference to resistors. -

Unit Objectives:

The student will be able to:

.1. define the term, symbol, and unit of measurement for i4sistance.

21 name two common types Of resistors and the two coding systems
utifized for indicating ohmic Va,yiàs.%

3. identify the color coded value of a typical resistor, including
the tolerance percentage and mathematically computing the usable
tolerance range.

Evaluation:

The student will demonsIrate his/her competence in terms of these'
measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable
performance criteria, which may utilize a combination of written, oral,
and laboratory testing procedures.

Instructor References:

Electricity One-Seven. Harry Mileaf Hayden Book Company, Inc., 1976.
f.

Chapter: flectricity Two.

Electronic and_ Electrical Fuildamentals Volume I. Published by
EdUcation Products, inc., Ma., thatal 4.

Individual Learning Pragram In DC Electronics. Heathkit Continuing
Education, Heath Company, 1976. Unit: 3.

Oveiview:

.) Unit 8 has at its main purpose the expansion of the student's techniCal
competencies so th-at they will include the means to identify color coded
resistors.

First, resistance should be defined as the opposition to current flow,
and the instrUctor should indicate also that all materials contain this
quality. The thought that resistance might be a desired factor should be
explored as well as the traditionally negative aspect of circuit resistance.

. The next topic should express the idea that resistors were developed
to provide high resistivity in a small package. Types of 'resistors along

411 with coding systems, and the concepts of resistor value accuracy (tolerance;
should be explored in a variety of exercises.

Note, that some re1atp4 mathematical skills may have to be reviewed
to support tolerance computations.

.1.11
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Suggested PresentationAlints/Methodology:

Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton
for curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

1. Students must be made aware of the fact that resistors are
commercially available at electronics stores/dealers in certain
sizes only. Indicate that other values are special order
devices which will be very expensive to obtain.

2. In this unit the concept or phrase types of resistors will, refer
to the resistor's internal composition (cafbon, wire woundo_or
film) while the phrase resistor Variety is alluding to the
physicql style (fixed, adjustable, or variable). When present-
ing thils topic display samples of the components ihat are
available in.the shop to help students become more familiar with
their physical proftrties.

3. Prior to the class presentation on color code ask students to
memorize the complete color code system. Select students indi-
vidually to recide the colors and the *number value.
The concept of resistor tolerance and the method of solving
specific tolerance ranges are difficult for beginning students
to comprehend. Walking the student througb some simple problems
will improve their understanding and confidence. A review of
basic mathematical skills such as percentage determination and
decimals can especially assist slower students and is
recommended.

Supplemental.Activities and Demonstrations:

1. Make a demonstration display that includes a sample of res stor
of various types, color code markings, and physical styles
Cement the parts on a board and label.

2. An informative visual aid calf-be quickly made by using an d

17
,cardboard container that has a cylinder shape. Insert-.a,lon
welding rod through the container and plugthe ends. This wi
act as the body of the resistor with pigtails, now paint the
body with one solid color and add vari,ous colbr bands with
colored tape.
Using a flat piece of cardboard, in the shape of a carbon compo-
sition resistor, construct a resistor "mock up" with four see
through pockets on one end. Insert different colored paper in
each pocket to simulate a coded resistor, then hold the display
up so that the class can view and discuss.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Know Your Definitions

5 Worksheet - Resistor Color Coding and Decoding

6. Quest Activity

7. InfOrmational-Handout (The Resistor Color Code)

8. Unit Module Answer Keysr
4 112
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/41-441

VIII. Resistors iind Identification Systems .

A. Resistors
1. Types

2. Sylibols

3. Color code system

4. Related math computations

.Projeet Construction



LI-D8

IMPORTANT-
Indicate your responses on the answer sheet on ill in
the box corresp ng to the correct answer to each question -
there is only e correct answer for each ques ion.

Test Number

UNIT EXAM

RESISTORS AND IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS

111110111111,1110110.1M.

,Carbon comp sition resistors have their re istance value clearly
printed on he body of the device. For vample: "100041.+10% (T-F)

2. The symbol for a fixed value resistor is: ANN- (T-F)

Wirewolind resistors are made by wrapping special resistance wire
around a ceramic core. (T-F)

Orange represents the number "4" in the resistance color code. (T-F) L4,4

5. If a 100 ohm resistor has a tolerance of 10% A actual value can
be between 90 and 110 ohms. (T-F)

Complete the color code chart below for questions 6 through 14, by filling
in the m ssing numbey or color.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

- -,c

COLOR
_

VALUE
,

black 0

brown ?

? 2

orange ?

? 4

green ?

blue ?

? 7

? 8

white
A

LI-U8-4



Towner
"WESEINIEWL

For question 15 through 17 find the ohmic values of the color coded
resistors low.

15.

16.

17.

Brown
Brown

Yellow

\?k
1.1111

Maki
Green

Blue brange

Red

Violei

For questions 18 +ugh 20 color code the following resistor value:

18. First color band

19., Second color band

20. Third color band

2700-.41.+20%

LI-U8 5 15
,



Name:

Date:

Period:

TECHNICAL GLOS-SARY

CARBON - The most common type of resistor used in electronic
COMPOSITION devices, It contains carbon as the resistance material,
RESISTOR: and uses color bands to indicate its ohmic value.

COLOR CODE: The resistor color code uses a system of three or four
color bands, painted around the resistor, to give the
"ohmic value" of the resistor. Each color in the code
represents a number or percentage value.

A resistor which has only one resistance value. Fixed
resistors can be either carbon composition, wirewound,
or film type.

FIXED VALUE
RESISTOR:

. A

OHMIC VALUE:'' The (Alt rating or value of a resistor.

POTENTIOMETER: A type of variable resistor consisting of resistance
material and a movable arm. A terminal is attached .to
each end of the resistance material and to the movable
arm. The resistance can be set by adjusting the movable
arm.

POT

RESISTOR: An electrical component used to oppose the flow bf elec-
tricity through a circuit. Resistor values are measured
in the basic unit ohms. Symbol:OVNeLLetter symbol: R.

TOLERANCE: The amount by which the act,ual value of a resistor.may
vary from its marked value and still be considered good.
Tolerances are Usually expressed as a pementage. For
example, the value of a 100041.resistor with a ).0%
tolerance can vary between 900_mand

WATTAGE RATING: A measurement of the amount of power that a resistor can
safely handle'. Generally, the larger in size the resir-
tor k s the more power it can handle. Excessive power
will e a resistor to ovexheat and burn-up.

Resistance
in

LI-U8-6 1 11 6 9S



SCORE:

.GRADE:

WORKSHEET

Name:

Date:

Period:

VOCABULARY KNOW YOUR DEFINITIONS

Develop a short definition, using your own words, for the following terms.,
A sketch should be included with your definition when appropriate.

1. COLOR CODE:

2. POTENTIOMETER:

RESI TOR:

meo

OHMIC VALUE:

5 CARBON COMPOSITION RESISTOR:

LI-U8-7 147



WORKSHEET

Name:

Date:

Period:

RESISTOR COLOR CODING AND DECODING

getermine the resistance value of the following color Coded resistors.

EXAMPLE:
First Band
yellow

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

econd Band
vi et

7)
Third Bold Fourth Band
''573;17' silver

4 440%
A.

First Band Second Band Third Band Fourth Band

Brown Red None,Brown
1 .

dammamo

Yellow Violet Orange Silver
2.

M.MINIMIN

Orange ''\44bite Red Gold
3.

Blue Gray Black None

1
Green Blue Yellow Goli

5.

Brown Black Red Silver
6.

=111

Gray Red Orange Silver
7.

Brown Gray Green None
8.

11110111.1. maaam

el 8

1014~1.

470":761 I

g



1

Name:

Date:

Period:

41
R ..Complete e color coding of the following resi thstors by using e system

%;shown be . This system can be used when converting a "number value"
into a co oi code equal.

3 9 0 +5%

First Band
(orange)

EXAMPLE:
B. 120.rt+101

9. 3300/1+51

10. 4711.+20%

.11. 6801'1+101

12. 56000.1m4.10%

13. 120000.n.t.5%

14. 2500J-1..4.20%

. Second Band
(white)

Third Band Fourth Band
"number of zeros" "tolerance"

(red)
. (gold)

1st Band 2nd Band 3rd Band 4th Band
-1177fir7 1176W- -mir-_........_ ir Tr RED

Orange

Blue

Orange Gold

Violet Black None' 10.

Brown Silver 11.

Blue.. Orange Silver 12.

Brown Red Gold 1'3.

Red (A) (B) /None 14A. I

14B.

EXTRA CHALLENGE: Try this one:

15. 820.n..+5% (A) (B) (C) (D) 15A.

15B.

119

15C.

15D.

J



-

SCORE:

GRADE:

7.

Name:

. Date:

WORKSHEET , Period:,

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 8"

In this activity you will be color Coding resistors for an assigned value
ind computing their tolerance ranges. Cut out the ',tippets on the attached
sheet and use them as the color bands for the blank resistors drawn bplow.
Use colored pencils to shade=i6 each puppet.

EXAMPLE:

A. Color code a 18041*10t risistor and determine its tolerance range.

Tolerance range: From 1984. to 1624

Show workl

percentar

180
x .10

dbo
180

18.00

upper,limit

180
+ 18

198

lower limi

-%/18

162

1. 'Color code a 100s1+201 resistor land determine its tolerince. range.

Tolerance range: From
mMMEN=11! JIMMENEMMMir-

to
Show wor:

percentage upper limit

.

LI-U8-10
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1.

iJ

at

Name:

DatZ:

Period.:

Color code a markplos resistor and det rmine its tolerance range.

Tolerance:range,: From to

.Show work:

pereeltale upper limit lower limit.

3. Color code a lS000.(1+10% resistor and determine its tolerance range.

ms-

Tolerance range: From to
/11111.10111111! omwmalrla

Sh-rii4 work:

percentagge upper limit lower limit

Color code a.560,..n.+5% resistor -and determine its tplerance range.

Show work:

,percebta,le

Tolerance range: From to+miree. INIMMMW

uper limit lower limit

LI-U8-ll
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40
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SPECIAL QUIiST:
S. Have your teacher assign you an individual resistance value. Color

code that resistor and compute its tolerance- range.

S'

,

CUT

Show vio k:

AIM
Resistance value:

Tolerance range: From .to

percentagc
. upper limit lower limit

At

'MN

00,0 sma 005 an 01* um *No im INSID 6,= amp Imp 0110 aim 0P IVAN. AM mom dom 'Mr ow. ow "me quos amp



INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

THE RESISTOR COLOR CODE

Name:

Date:

Period:

Carbon composition resistors use a system of.three or four color bands
painted on the body of the resistor to give its ohisic value. Each
color represents a number or percentage value. Here's how the
system works. .

Color Code Chart:

First Color Second Color Third Color Fourth ColorBand Band Band BanF.

,.Color First Second Number
Code Digit,* Digit of Zeros to Tolerance

Add

0 Black 0 0 No color 20%1 Btown 1 1
, 1 Silver- 10%2 Red 2 2 2 Gold 5%

0 3 Orange 3 3 34 Yellow 4 4 4
5 Green

.6 inue .5
6.

5
6

5

6 IS
7 Violet 7 7 7

.

8 Gray 8 8
9 White

4. 9 9

- Gold .. ..

.... 10.- Silver ,- + 100

Locating The Color Bands

Start from
this side

4

.44

First band ban
(1st digit) (tolerunce)

Second band I Third band
. (2nd digit) (multiplier)



Name:

Date.:

Period:

UsinCirhe Color Code:

Even though it looks 'a little difficult, using the clor code system isactually pretty easy once you have the hang of it. rThese are the points toremember!!!

The first color band represents the first digit.420 The second color band represents the second
Sc 3. The third color band basically tells how many zeros are added to-

the first tvio digits.
4.- The fourth color band indicates the + tolerance.

EXAMPLE:

1rViolet

Green

Blue

No color

Orange

Silver

Red

*SICIFILif

- LI-UB-li

Red me
7

Orange = (3)000
No color = +20%.

Totil Value 27000A.+20%

Green = 5

Blue = 6

Rod = (2)00.
Silver = 10%

Total Value 5600".+10%

154



,2.

SCURg:

GRADE :

TF
ABOD

1 1

3-« ii
4.

5.

b.

7.

8.

9.

10,

11.

12.

IS.

14.

15.

10.

17.

18.

19.

2U.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

1

red
3

/
yellow_

I I-
I I

I-violet
grey

-I I

9

6

120A

47 WI

56000.A.+10t

red I/

violet

ANSWER SilEET

EXAM 11-08

ABCD

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

56.

37.

513.

40.

41.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

5.5.

56.

57.
58.

59,

60:

61.

62.

63.

64,

65.
66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

Name:

Date:

Period:

TF
ABCD,

76.

,77.

78.

79.

80,

81.

82.

.83.

84.

85,

86.

88.

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

95.

96.

97.

8.

99.

"EfTh
ABC'D



A. KNOW YOUR DEFINITIONS

1. (subjective
2. (subjective
3. (subjective
4. (subjeptive
5. (subjective

answer)
answer)
ansWer)
answer)
answer)

B. RESISTOR COLOR CODING
DECODING

1,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9:

10.
11.
12.
13.

14A.

120.n. +206
47000A +10%
3900A +31
68A +2D-%
560070A +5%
1000A`
8200Qa+20%
18,000004t +20%
red
yellow
gray
green
yellow
green

14B. red
Extra challenge

gray
15B red
15C. brown
15D. gold

ANU

QUEST iciI VI TY

1. browu b lack , brown
80.11 12041,

2. red, brown, red, silver
l80011. - 2200A

3. brown's , green , orange , silver
13500A - 1650011.

4. green , `blue , brown, gold
53211 - t 884.

5. (subjective answer)

ANSWER KEY
UNIT 8
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STATE ELECTRICIii/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE

,41,16 litle, of Unit': Small AppliOce Repair

1111. Time Allocation: 5 weeks

Unit4Goal: (
To achieve student competence in evaluating simple appliance construc-
tion and operation, and to develcip in students a technical famili-
arity with several kinds of appliance defects and typical method of
ripair.

linit Objectives:

The student will, be able to:

1. identify and differentiate between kinds or categories of
appliances in terms of basic parts incorporated in the device.

perform basic inspection, test ng, and tgoubleshooting procedurv
in order to locate and reme imple deacts when repairing a
malfunctioning appliance'.

3. demonstrate the proper bethod for replacing a line cord, AC.,plug,
and switch while observing all safety procedures that apply.#

Evaluation:

The.student will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of these
measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable
performance criteria, which may utilize a combination of written, oral,
and laboratory testing procedures.

Instructor References:

How
1972. All.
to Repair Small

How to Repair Small
1972. All.

Appliances Volume 1. Jack Darr, Howard W. Sams, Inc.,

Appliances Volume 2. Ja-ck Darr, Howard W. Sams, Inc.,

Inviustrial Electricity. Rex Miller, Chas. A Bertt Col, 1978. Chapter:
lc.

IlOvervfew:

This unit was designed into Level I for a variety of reasons. First,
to serve as a skill-review for material previously taught. Next, to moti-
vate students technically and to impart confidence and know-how for simple
appliance servicing. Finally, to provide flexibility as a calendar
adjustment unit (5 weeks) to facilitate related project planning and fabri-
cation.

The main theme of this unit is appliance servicing, however, revipw
fundamental concepts priorto the presentation of new materials.

ext, emphasize necessary repair tools and materials including the
inti of measuring instruments and circuit testers.

Then present baiic appliance construction and operation,highlight the
vocabulary words given in this unit when practical. Demonstrate the common
kinds of appliance failures that they should be able to recognize and
repair, but always stress safety as a vital aspect of the repair process.
A variety of appropriate exercisps and laboratory experiments and/or
projects should be coordinated with anyit topics when feasible.

LI-U9-1



Suggeited Presentation Hints/Methodololv

Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton
for curriculum presentation', however, note the following:

1. Whenever possible, diagrams (schematics and pictorialsi should
be used'on the blackboard to clarify the operation or construc-
tion of an appliance being discussed. These.diagrams need not
be)elaborate, but they should be drawn neatly, with the signifi-
cant parts clearly labeled.
Stress that appliance repair people agree that broken or worn
'line cords, malfunctioning AC plugs, switthes, andtdefective
heating Elements and thermostats, are the most common appliance
troubles. Other problems with fairly bigh rate of incidents
are associated with small electric motorVbecause the consumer
fails to lubricatebiarings or clean'medhanical parts.
A project for the student to build is definitely mandatory in
this unit. For example, a neon teSt lamp may be constructed
utilizing "assembly line" type teihniques. Break the shop into
three major work stations, mechanical assembly, electrical
assembly, and inspection/testing. Allow the students tck, per-
form only those skills 'associated with thq work station, how-
ever, rotate students if you de/sire to expose them(to other
competencies.

4. When instructing students in "4sembly proiect constructiot
or other fabrication technique %Itilize prercompleXed models
or samples to assist students 11n achieving the best results.

Supplemental Activitiet andrDemonstratio s:

1. The/vocibulary list presented in this unit is long and cumber-
soOte. Spend a 'good deal of time describing eich term and if
ppssible demonstrate each comOonent or part listed and emphasiie
#afety precautions when appropriate.
Demonstrate the use of various chemical pxoducts which are very
useful for cleaning contacts, fcementing parts, insulating wiring
etc. Warn students not to lAci acetates and acrylates since

7 these materials are rnmmablearOund hot app/iance parts.
3/. A big problem in appliance se*vicing is the proctirement of

replacement parts especially in rural communities, so explain
.; to students that once the badlpart has been located use the

telephone in an attempt to locate a supplier that stocks the
desired item.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary

4. worksheet (vocabulary) - Spel ing Puzzle

5: Worksheet - Appliance Classif cation

6. Quest Activities

7. Quest Activities,,
.

.,

8. Informational Handout (Attaching and Replacing Electrical Plugs)
9. Informational Handout (Basic Appliance Components)

10. Informational Handout (A Guide to Repairing Small Appliances)
11. Unit Module Answer Xeys

,LI-U9-2 159



IX. Small Appliance Repair

A. Circuit Requirements and Repair_ _

Instruments

C\
1. Review of electrical fund4mentals''

2. Measuring instruments for testing
electric cirauits
a. The voltmeter,

b. Neon,test lamp

c. The ohmmeter (continuity)

B. Appliance Construction and Operation
1. Basic circuit cOmponents for

specific household appliances
la. Heating elements and

the&ostats

b. Small motors

"\\

oo

c. Timers

d. Lamps or indicating devices

2. Common 4ilures
a. Line

b. Plugs

LI-U9-3 160



Attachmen s-

\
d. Other

1. Testing techniques and diagnosing

Appliance Serviding As a Business



..

LI-U9 UNIT EXAM,

SMALL APPLIANCE REPAIR

IMPORTANT-
Indicate your responses on the answer sheet rly. Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct answer o each question -
there is only one correct answer for each guff-SUM.

Test Number

V
A continuity test checks for a complete path from one point in a
circuit to another. (T-F)

2. All line cords contain only'two conductors. T-F)

3. A neon test lamp can be used, to check:for voltage aboVe 55. volts.
(T-F)

An open circuit has a break or Aap in the current path. '(T-F)

_Resistance values can be measured by a continuity tester.

A short circuit to the case of 19,4fpliance can cauSe a dangerous
shock hazard. (T-F)

Troubleshooting is the process of finding and repairing circuit
problems. (T-F)

,An underover knot is used as a strain relief when attacNing a cord
to a plug. (T-F)

9. A voltmeter is used to measure cirduit voltages. (T-F)

10. Zip cord has a smail zipper between the conductors to make it easy
itio separate the wires. (T-F)



11., Almost all small appliances use either an electric motor or a hiating
element in their operation. (T-F)

t.

12. Tools must be used properly and only for the job which they afe
designed. (T-F)

For an electric appliance to ope ate, current must be able to flow
from thè source, through the circ it and loaf!, and back to the
source. fT-F)

14. When removing insulation from a wire putting a small cut or dent in
the wire, or cutting off one or two s ap wire strands is OK. (T-F)

15. Acid core, solder is the recommended type o solder for appliance
repair. -(T-F)

16. After repairing an appliance always check to be sure wires are not
shorting against the metal case. (T-F)

17. A thermostat is used to control t e specd of an electric motor. 1-F)

16. When attaching a line cord to a screw terminal, wrapgthe wire around
the screw in a clockwise direction. (T-F)

19. The major problems with appliance motors are dirt, and worn brushes-
-commutator. (T-F)

20. Over oiling a motor will,not cause any problems, and in fact might
help the motor to last longer. (T-F)

21. When actual pictures are used to represent electrical parts in an
appliance diagram this diagram is called a:
(A) schematic, (B) picture puzzle,' (C) blueprint, (D) pictorial.

163
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22, By far the most common service job on appliancet is replacement of
the;

0

-23.

(A) line cord .(B) motor, (C) wiring, (D) heating element

An electrical iron contains tOo
and a:
(A) motor, (B) bulb reflector,

major parts - the heating element

(C) gear, (D) thermostat.

24. Power cords on,appliances often'cause trouble by opening or shorting
at the:
(A) switch,. (B) plug, (C) base, (D) terminals.

25. Nichrome wire is generally use4in appliances for:
(A) hook-up wire (B) heater wire, (C) zip cord,
adapters.

( ) pliance



APPLIANCi:

APPLIANCE
CONNECTORS:

CONTINUITY:

Period:
l'ECHNICAL_ GLOSSARY

) '

An e4ectrical device used to make housefiold jobs orchofes easier% Appliances' fall into many groups .suchai kitehen appliances, (blender, electric kniVeso etc..)health and beauty aids -Chair dryer, shaver, etc4 houseand garden appliances (fan, electric hedgw shears , etc,.,,and luxury items: ,-, Y.

A sieCially shaped heavy duty plulg connetted,to theappliance end of the line cord, and uped to unplug' the-cord from the applianee. Appkiance connectors are usedon waffle irons, coffee miikers, etc. These plugs oftenbreak, -and need to,be repaired Or replaced.
A complete electrical path through a circuit, from thesOurce, through the 104, and back to the source..

CONTINUITY TEST:, The ifrocess of checking a circuit, or ?arts of a circuit,fbr.a complete, unbroken electrical path.
HEATER, CORD: A, heavyrduiy two cOnductor. cord made to be used on

:. ; 14 appliances that require large amounts of. electricit" Many
- 1 times heater . cords have *cloth/asbestos insulation.

'A special electrioal conductor or wire which_becomes kotwhen 'electricity is" forced-thrtfugh it. Heating elements. are found On many home appliances.. .. ) .

. A basit -.device used to produce light',from electrical,enirgy. Lamps use a specialsocket,'sometimes cOntaio- -...ing a 'switch, to connect the bulb with the source. Oftenthe lamp socket' will require repair ,or replacement.
...

A two conductor stranded wire cord usually having an AC
i. plug connected to 'one end.. A line cord is required to

, carry the electricity fromAthe' wall outlet to the
, appliance. ..

A device used to change elecirical energy into a turningor spinning force. Motors are found in many appliances.

HEATING ELE

LINE CORD:
tr

MOTOR'i

NEON TEST LAMP':

,OHM4ETER:

41, 'OPtIN CIRCUIT:

A common troubleshooting tester used to check for thepresence of 'electricity at certain points in a circuit.The neon test lamp is a simple inexpensive, and useful
, e 55V.. ,4 .

.An'electri. cal test instrument used to meas. ure resistance.The ohmmeter can also be used to test for continuity. ,

A circuit which has a b-reak or gap in ihe electridal path.
The "break" will stop the circuit from working.

LI-U9-8
1.65



ptUG:

SHORT CIRCUIT:

'It

-STRAIN, RELIEF:

SWITCHI

Name:

,Date:

Period:.

Found at one end .of a 4e cord, for _example, a plug
allows you- to easilyco ect or di'szonnect a cord or
wire from an outlet, receptical or jack.

0

ATI accidental connection sometimes caused by loose wires _

or damaged insulation whicircauses high current-flow,
possible circuit d,amage, and shock hazard.
A device used to grip the line cord and to keep pressure
off of the internal electrical 'connections in case theecord is pulled or yanked.
A basic electLical device used to control or direct
electricity tffrough a circuit. Most commonly, sWitches
_are used to turn a device on or off.

'THERMOSTAT: 11,46A device which automaticallY-- controls the amount of heat
'produced tly a heating element. Thermostats are found .in

, ovens, toasters, coffee pots, heaters, and many other
appliances. .

. ., F, , 1

TIMER: A device which can be set to control the lenith of time-
- an appliance pill operate. Timers are found on oven/stoves, blenders etc. .

TROUBLESHOOTING: Finding and repairing malfunctions, opens, shorts or .

. other problems within a circuit.
VOLTMETER:

ZIP CORD:

A mqter used to measure voltage.

°A stranded twb-conductor line cord covered with plastic
insulation and having a groove down the center. to allow
easy separatige of the two conductors.

CE5k! PULL NOW- 'PAY LATER !/L- 11

166



SCORE:

GRADE:

40,

Name:

Date:*

WORKSHEEWI* Period:
1 4

VOCABULARY - SPELLING P2UZZLE

Copy the correctly spelled word in the box to the right as indicated -

in the eximple

A. (sampel) (sample) (sampan

(moter) (motdr) (moeter)

(swetch) (swtch) (switch)

3, (timer) (tymer) tsimoi)

/-

4. (heeter) (heater) (heator)

.1

(kneeon) (neon) (nion)

(apliance) (applience) (appliance)

(ohmiet,er) (ohmeater) (ohmmeater) .

(shoret) (shorte) (short),

(thermalstat.) (thermostat) (thermastat)

10. (continuity) (contenuety) (contineuity)

11. (vaultmeter) (votemeter) .(voltmeter)
;

12. (element) (elament)

13. (trubleshootin) (throubilshoting).
(troubleshooting)

14. (circuit) (circut) (sir.cut)

15. (connecktor) (connextor) (connekter)

LI-U9-10 167.
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a

SCORE:

GRADE:

Name:

Date:

-WORKSHEET Period:

APPLIANCE CLASSIFICATION

In this worksheet you will identify, and group a number of common
appliances into two major categories - appliances using heating elements,
and appliances using motors: You will also list the names of at least 5
appliances which use a thermostat. To complete the first part of the
worksheei, cut out the puppets.on pagemtwo, and glue them in the proper,
area below.

APPLIANCES THAT USE HEATING ELEMENTS:

APPLIANCES THAT USE MOTORS:.

101,

'a

11.

9.



1

Name:

Date:

Period:

t

For questions 13-17, name five appliances foUnd in your home that use
a thermostat.

11I. I 15.

1 7.
1

For 'questions 18-20, nate three appliances thai usd a timer.

H. I
1

19.. 20.

.),

.q\TOTES

14

V

LI-119-12 n,
DZ-9

4

I '

4



PUPPETS

Name:

Date:

Period:

L1-U9-13
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SCORE:

GRADE:

'Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 9"

FrOm time to time you may have to check or test for electrical power
(120VAC) in an appliance, circuit, or electrical outlet. On the
following pages construction hints are given to build such a handy
test instrumeni that may be used in a variety of situation's. This neon
lamp tester can be used to test voltages from 6Sivolts to 240 volts AC
or DC.

NEON TESTER
\

Pictorial Diagram 11.1.11!

Schematic Diagram

Neon Lamp

111416 CHECKS/
120 volts AC Power

lAligator Clips

The following components or parts will be necessary to construct this
tester - so-check with your teacher for any additional directions!

LI-U9-14 1 71



Iwo*

,Name:

Date:

Period:

Project Plchrts List
Check off and 1 - NE-2 Neon lamp

identify each part
that you have, then Resistor 220,000 ohms 1/2 watt
place them carefully (red, red, yellow)
into a locking plastic
bag. Ainiature alligator clips

NM - Molded miniature alligator type
insulators

[::::]Hook-up wire, stranded 20 gauge
(insulated)

Clear type heat shrinkable tubing
(1/4" I.D.)

F--1Cardboard separator.

Soldering/ Review
For this project to work properly, you must not only connect the circuit
right, but also make good solder connections. It-is suggested that you
review all soldering rules, processes, and actually Practice soldering
before starting this project!!

Basic, Construction
Steps:
1. Use both diagrams on the first page to help you layout the circuit

connections.

2. Obtfin the neon lamp and attach to one lead,one end of the resis-
tor. Wrap or twist the leads together carefully.

3. Now, strip away about 1/2" of insulaton from all four Aids of
the hook-up wire,. (2 pieces of wire 6 inches, long each) Watch
out for broken strands.of wire.

4. Attach to the free lead of the neon 4amp one end of the Hook-up
wire. The other piece of hook-up wire attaches to the free end
of the resistor.

LI-U9-15



Name:

Date:

Period:

5. Properly solder the conn ctions made in steps 2 and 4 using
rosin core solder. Reme ber too much heat will burn your
component

b. Insert a piece of clear tubing about 3" long over the resistor,
and connections. Leave about 1/4 inch of tubing past the
top of the lamp for protection.

7. Next.take a strip of cardboard (index card) about 2 /2" long
and 1/4" wide and place it between the leads of the neon lamp.
This wiU add strength and keep all bare wires apart.

8. Make a knot at point "A". (Look at drawing )

9. Shrink the tubing so,that it fits tightly around the main parts
of the tester. (See instructor)

10. Connect the alligator clips to the ends of the hook-up wire.
Don't forget to slip the insulators on before soldering the .

leads to the alligators, and be sure thigrifs are cut to equal
length.

1,
Double check all of your work. Caution: When.using this tesier,

Conclusion
You have now finished your own Electrical Tester. Check it by
testing circuits or devices in the shop as directed by your
instructor.

Lamp Readings

Light Pink - 1201N

Bright Pink - 240V

One side of'lamp glowing = DC
Both sides glowing Is AC

'No glow 7 0750

LI-U9-16 j73
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WORKSHEET

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 9"

Obtain the following materials:
A. AC piug with screw termina s
B. A length of line cord
C., Piece of solder
D.\ Appropriate hand tools

Name:

Date:

Period:

Using your handout aS a guide, attach the cord to the plug applying
the proper techniques. Do an accurate and complete job. Have your
instructor check your work!

For instructors use:

1. Underwriters knot

2. Wirea properly stripped and tinn

3. Attachment to terminals, insulation cation.

2. Explain the difference between a insulator, and a conductor.

What advantage does strandedwire have over solid wire?

4. Draw a sketch showing how an Underwriters knot is made.

IAttach your'completed plug sample to this worksheet, answer the
questions above and turn in for grading.

LI-1J9-17
1 74.



Name:.

Date:

0 .
, , Period:

.

. INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

ATTACH'IliG AND REPLACING ELECTRICAL P.LuGs
es.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:

A

AC plug (available at .
most hardware stores and super-

markets). Purchase the type 1which uses screw_ termii-
nals to attach the wires, will has a U.L. approved label.

Screwdriver

1.
WHAT TO DO:

Knife or wire stripper

(=>.

(If you are attaching a6p1us o new cord, start
with step 2.)

Cut the cord off above 'the damaged-section
,

2: Push the cord through the plug:

TN

If using a round cord:
3. Remove about 1 1/2" of the outer Pinsulating

layer and separate the two inTier wirei.'
It you are using a flat style cord,- separate the
two wires by carefully cutting. along the-center
divider for a distance of 1 1/2".
4. Tie'an.Underwriter's knot as

shown. This, knot acts as a
strain relief' in- cake the cord
is yanked or pulled.

LI-U9-18 175



Wane:

Date:

Period:

RemOve 1/2 inch of Ihe insulation from the end
Of the wires,; DO NOT CUT ANY OF THE SMALLOIRES.

at

Twist the small strands of wire
together in a clockwise direction.
Tin the wires with a,small amount
of solder; this w 11 prevent them
from separating.

Pull the cord and knot down firmly into the plug.

Pull one wire arowd each terminal
to the screw.

9. Wrap r hook the wire around the screw in a
clockwise direction.

10. Tighten down the screws. The insu-
lation should come up*to the screw
head, but not be..pinched under it.

a

1

11. Replace the insulating cover back over the plug.

LI-69-19 176



Name:

Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

BASIC APPLIANCE COMPONENTS

Most of the small appliances used in the home contain relatively simple
electrical circuits and components. Basically, these appliances contain
nothing.more than a combination of either heating elements, thermostats,
small motors, timers, and of course a line cord.and switch. For example,
an*electric iron is nothing more thart.a line cord, a heating element, a
thermostat and a switch. A mixer isijust an electric motor connected to
a small gear box which turns two beaters. Let's examine some of these
basic appliance components.

HEATING .ELEMENTS:

-

A heating element is designed to become hot when electricity is forced
through it. You will find heating elements in various shapes, such as
coiled springs, flat ribbons, and straight wires'. The newest type of
heating element is a quartz rod, which looks like glass, but will produce
heat when current flows through.it. Many times heating elements are
sealed in metal or ceramic, making them sturdier and water proof.

THERMOSTATS: Motel With Low
Nato Of Expansion

44NArdirAirffigildWAWAINFAWAWM.II 41' i 41111141141.0414

Hasler

Contacts

CetiClosoird)
When

Mahal With High
Rate Of Expansion

. 1 Contacts Open
When Hot

AC Line
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Name: .

ate:

Period:

'A thermOtat is used to control the amount of heat produced by a heating
element# For example, when the temperature within an oven reaches a set
point, the thermostat will open, turning off the heating element. ,When
the oven cools, the thermostat will close, turning the heating element

. back on.

Rotor - field Winding

Motors are used to Change electrical energy into a rotating or spinning
force. This force called torque can be used to operate appliances and
equipment.

TIMERS:t

MO

rllIlli41111111M711111111Np
0°6..7 OFF

0 1
Nibs...

NEATER

(TOR
CAM .

Timers to, basically a.small, electric
motor with a gear or chm arrangement
used to operate an on/off switch. By
setting the timer, you can control the
length of time an appliance will oper-
ate. The timer will then "automatically"
turn the -device offv,
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LIN 'CORDS AND PLUGS:,

4.

t 4,

t

3

el

.

HEATER CORD ZIP CORO

,

3 CONDUCTOR CORD

The line cord and, plug offer, a simple w'ay of getting .the electricity
from the outlet. to the appliance..

'b

34.

4
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Name:

Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

A GUIDE TO 'REPAIRING SMALL 'APPLIANCES

The modernlfamily owns a large number of appliances and work saving
devices. -With prpper care these devices will last many years, butAmeti'mes these appliances are accidentally dropped, or mysteriously
stop working. Whatican you do with a b,roken appliance? Well, $rou
have a few choices: 1) buy a new one, 2)'take tht.appliatke to a
factory-authorized service agency for'repairp. or 3) mail the appliance
back to the manufacturer. Each of these choices ,-can he rather expensive.
But, if you are mechanicall4 handy, and follow a few simple steps you

: can probably repair many of the common problems or faUlts yourself.

TESTING TECHNIQUES:
When starting to repair any elecirical item.,you should attiCk the problemin _a "lokical" :manner. For our purpose, these steps are fairly simple;

1. Find out if ,th,qre is any electrichl. power. reaching the . .unit.
Find out juv which part 'is not working, such as the motor,heating eleffent., thermostat,iswitch*, etc..

3. FiX-or repluce the:bad part*

,

4

SAFETY -

' The electricity used. in yà'ur home to power Most appliances is 117 vojts ofalternating current which . can cause you seri ous-giOury or even .deptrbif
you a.r.0 cafeless. Follow.ing' the rules below canqielp you aVoid

^ o

1., Never mork. on an spplian,ce that is pluzged in. Ybu can make" .

certaim tests.with/4the cre4ce plugged in, 'but when changing
yatts, making copnections, or dis5onnecting wii.es, be surea'to

- unplug the .line cord.
Never touch a, bare wire orilbare connectiOn if the appliance i;
p ugge in yau cou get, a s oc

0
Be sure -there are_ no sharts betueen 'the 'AC wiring 'and the Metalcas0 of, thg device. Us-e a neon test. lamp when checking for
shorts4 .

. wiieS 'et if ne essary.' When..taking an appliance apart, ,check very cike_Niy.bow the
aie connected tokether

-7-
Make a sicet .

!Ow- 1.1-U9-2.3 .1. 8 0
.
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Name:

Date:

Period:

LINEl eORDS, PLUGS AND ATTACHMENTS:
Probably the most common-appliance repair job is replacing the line cord.
Movement, aging, and pulling causes the wire to break, or the insufatien
to crack or wear. Learn td. keep an eye on the condition Of the cords on
all of your appliances. ,Broken insulation on a cord can cause fire, s.

shock', etc.
0.1

IF. THE APPLIANCE DOES- NO WORK
be sure-the plug fits tightly into the outlet and of course be sure the
outlet is working. 'Next check to see if the line vord'has a broken wire
inside the insulatlon near the plug. ,To do t 's, turn on the appliance,
hold die plug in One hand and carefully bend th cord back and forth.
.If the appliance suddenly starts to work, e found the problem.

6

'Ckut off the cord about 6 inches from' the plug'and install a
new plug.

7

.

If the cord/plug,seeMs to be OK, but the appliance is still 'not working,
unplug the device and carefully open the case so that you can get to the
ends of the cord.. If possible,take off all other wires that are connected

, to the.cord. Be sure the lind cord wires are not touching each other or
'any part of the appliance. Plug in the cord and:use a neoi) test'lamp
cinnectéd to the en'ds of the wire to make certain you're getting power.

CAUTION
Keep Filgors
Array 'From

"Cord Ends.

If the levy lights, you are getting powercfrom the outlet thfough the line '

cord to the,a0pliance: If the lamp does not lighi.then )1oll have a bad
cord.

41,

e

Install -a new line cord.

SWITCH CLEANING AND REPLACEMEkr
A faulty oT'had'switith is'another common-cause of appliAtce trouble. As
-a switch' is used, iteb-contacts-get dirty or burned, from arcing. SEoner
or later, the Contacts will,nOt close properly and the appliance will not

41, turn on. Often a switch is intermittent (wbrks only sometimes) and in
this case'can usually be 'repaired by usilig A 'spetial spray cleaner.,

A .

1.1=-119424 s .4.



Name:

Date':

Period:

If you need to'replace a swittch and you want an exact duplicate you*
will have to purchase it froM a dealer who repaits that particular
-brand of appliance. Take along the make and model number of the alipliance,
and part numbers that might be on the switch or, just bring along the old
switch. Sketch the switch, and the wires connecting to it, so that .

you can replace the wires the new switch.

11"VICHJ THINK THE SWITCH IS BAD,
you can.test it in a couple of ways.' The simpleit way is to use a con-
tinuity tester or ohmmeter. Unplug the appliance! dnd open the .case so
that you can reach the terminals on the switch. Connect the ster across.

l.
the switch terminals and turn the switch cin. .If the Continuiy tester
lighs, or'the ohmmetet indicates "0" ohms, the.switch' is ,OK. .

...aw cm
NOTE:

OFF

Remove All Powr

But, if the continuitY tester remans off, or the ohmme:terpoints to
"PO", the switch is bad'.

REPAIR: Install a neW switch.

uYou can alio check a switch using a neon test lamp as shown'below.

Lin Sid. ....../olaqd Side

jest Lamp
Position 1

Test Lamp
Position 2

r'

Appliance

If the limp in position 1 lights,. Ois tells you that the line cord 'and-
plug.are OK and btinging power to the circuit. Nol.i'movesthe lamp
position 2 and close the switch. If the lamp lights, the switch ii a

,

but if the,lamp fails toslight, the switch is bad. .

MOTOR CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE -

'Next toheatin elements, small electric motors are the most common-
devicesfound in home%applianceS. -There are-two basic types of motors
used in todays appliances: 1) synchronous motors spch as those used in
clocks or phonographs, and 2) brush-commutator type motors found in
most other appliances such as mixers) sewing machines, blenders, can
openers, vtc.



Name:

Date:

Period:

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS-
seldom give any electrical problems. Their

biggest problem will be lack of lubrication and a build up of dirt. A
cleaning and oiling usually solves these problems.

BRUSH TYPE MOTORS-
have two common problems: They won't run

fast enough, or they will not run at all. The first problem can be pused
by a lack of lubrication or a build up ofdirt in the frame of the motor.
Cleaning and oiling will solve these problems. The second problem can
be caused by worm brushes and/or commutator, or broken wires within the
motor itself. AJsually a broken wire or winding cannot be,repaired and a
new motor must be purchased. But, if your problem is with the .

communtator - brushes can be replaced and the commutator cleaned to ge
the motor working again.

A CLEANING
a motor is a fairly simple job, but try not to get carried

away. Carefully take -the motor apart, noting where bolts are located and
how the case is fitted together. Clean out only the most important places
such as the area between the ,armature and frame, the bearings and arma-
ture shafts, .01e brushes and commutator and especially the ventilation
holes: A vacdam cleaner can be used to blow out thNi,rt gathered in the .

mdtor frame and housing. An old toothbrUghis also a eIpful*tool to use
when cleaning a'motor. It is best to just gently scrape away, as much dirt

you can And-let the rest go. You may haye to use a special cleaning
solvent or solution to remove dirt or corrosion from the bearings and
sh.afts.

OM the motOr 'aftey Cleaning. More damage Gan be caused by over oiling
a motor than by under oiling. If a motor is over,oiled, dirt:tends to
stick.to the extra oil, and then Work its way into the bearings causing
we.ar, or'extra oil oan also splash on to ventilation screens'or holes,
gathering dirt, and,cutting off the Or flow causing .the motor to
overheat. '

MOst appaiance motors use a sleeve type-bearing surrounded by a felt wick,
with a small oiling hole drill into the frame.. To oil this type of-
motor apply a few drops of light oil lArfugh-the Oiling hole on,to the
felt. Thq oil on the felt will then work its way through the beArings to
lubricate the motor.sllaft.

AmiThese basic hints will help you repair many appliance,problems. Remember
Walways work safely and carefully, and don't get in over your head.

Q
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SfELLING PUZZLE

1. motor
2. switch
3. timer
4. heatelif
5, neon
6. appliance
7. ohmmeter
8. short '

9. thermostat
10. continuity

,voltmeter
12. element
13. troubleshooting
14/.8 circuit
15. connector

B. APPLIANCE CLASSIFICATION

(subjective evaluatiot)

QUEST ACTIVITY

(subjetive evaluation)

D. QUESLACTIVItY

(subjective evaluation)

me

ANSWER KEY
UNIT 9

fto

V
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STATE ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS CURRiCULUM GUIbE
-INSTRUGTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY-LEVEL I UNIT 40

41110 Title of Unit: Available Sources of the Earth's Energy

TIme Allocation: 1 week

Unit Goal:

To impart basic'knowledge and coppetencies related to the methods of
producing or generating large amounts of electricity, and to assess
which methods are presently more commercially feasible.

Unit Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1. iden'tify the four major sources of the Earth's energy (geothermal,
fossil fuefs, nuclear, and water), and briefly describe their,
methods of producing power.

2. state'several alteritative methods for the geteration of electri-
city which are currently being.explored.

3. summarize and discuss the need for conservation in the usAor
consumption of electrical energy.

'Evaluation:

The student wi11 demonstrate his/her competence in terms of these
measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable
performance criteria, which utilizes a combination of written, oral, and .

laboratory testing procedures.

Instructor References:
Ito

Electricity and Electronics Basic. William B. Steinberg and Walter B.
-FOrd, American Technical Society, 1972. Unit: 16.

Enegy Brimer. Richard Merrill'and Tkomas Gage, Dell Publishing CO., 1978.

Indus.trial Electricity. Rex Miller, 4.as. A. Bennett Co., 1978. Chapter:
2.

Overview:

Unit 10 lika-part of Unit 3 focuses on the fact-that electricity has
become an essential part of our life, therefore it is,important'to be
Aware of the specific methods for producing electrical power in large
quantities.

The instruc,tor should first examine the four major or primaty sources
of the. Earth's ehergy. The examination of these sources, of course, is .

of a very general nature, but should-ieclude the future availibility of
power plant fuels and the basic history of plant development.

Next, explain that present demand for power may soon be greater than
the supply, and to help offset this condition alternative resources and
power plants are being considered, along with general conservation of
existing sppplies.

Finally, awareness that the new sources wil.1 take time to be fully
developed and implemented should be brought out through a class discussion.

197
\



Suggested Presentation Hints/Methodology:

Follow the instructional nodule unit outline is a basic skeleton
for curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

1. Try not to leave the impressio'n that the major methOds of pro-
ducing energy presented in this unit 'are the only methods; they
are just the most common ones. Explain further that other
methods have potential, ye,t, are still in-the experimental
stage in terms of development.

2. When discussing nuclear power plants present some inkormation
related to potential health hazards,from radioactive by products.
Indicate that strontium, cesium, plutonium and tritium can pose
sone ,real problems to human beings.

3. Although energy demand growth has been slowed recently by higher,
priCes and conservation, total energy consumption is still
expected to increase about SO% by 1990 - discugs the implication
of this one statistfc.
Note: Fission - involves the splitti131 of the nucleas of atoms
such as uranium. Fission - znvolvesjoining the nuclei of two
light atoms such as deuterium and tritium. Remember to explain
that in both cases the nuclear ieaction produces energy!
Introduce new career choices to your class which may exist in

. the future in such special energy areas as solar) geothermal,
: wind, and nuclear power.

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. Write or telephone,your local gas and electric company for
information related to the generation of power. Man$ companies
produce free materials that can be distributed'to students that
will really enhance their kawledge about plant operation and
purpose.
Mickey Mouse and Goofy Explore Enersy is a book in comic form
which does ;an outstanding job in relating current energy
information to students. For information *bout this comic
book, write to:

Public Affairs Department
Exxon, U.S.A.
P.O. Box 2180
Houston, Texas 77001

Instructional Module Contents:

1. UniA. Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test Keyed

3,, Technical Glos'sary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Scrambled Word Puzzle

5, Quest Activities .

6. Informational Hahdout (Sources of Energy)

7. Unit Module Answer Keys

LI-1.110-2 138



Available Sources of the Earth's Energy

A. Geothermal

B. Fossil Fuels
1. Natural-gas

2. Crude oci

3. Coal

C. Nuclear

ID.. Water

E. Othe'r

1. Tidal

9

2. Wind

3. Solar

4.. Methane and bio-gas

5. Muscle power

F. Prajott ConstruCtion

A
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IMPORTANT- '

Test Number

UNIT EXAM

AVAILABLE SOURCES OF THE EARTH'S ENERGY

emIims=.s.w

Indicate your responses on the answer sheet Tay. Fill in
the box corrdspanding io the correct answer o eaCh.question -
there is only one correct aiswer for each question.

1. Of thek many sourCes of energy available, fossil fuel is the most
widely used. (T-F).,

\

Fortunately, the earth has.a large supply of usable energy so wa.
need not.conserve. (T-F)

1

5. Most power plants uid sieam from:heated water to turn,a tuCtine-_,

generator.. (T!-F)

4. Geothermal energy comds from the 'constant wave and tidal action of
the ocean: (T-F)

Solar energy supplieslboth heat and light which- cqn be put to work
making electricity Wheating liquids. (T-F)

MATCHING

Record the letter of the answer which' best matches the numbere4 term.

6. Fossil fuel
..4,... ,

E. -The Porce produced by the wave,action,
.of the ocean.

, F. The heat produced by atomic fission.
G. -Coal, petroleum, natufalgas.
if., -Saving or limiting the Late of a

_ resoprce
. a

I. ,Geysers or natural steam..,
J. Windmills or wind geherators.
K. Energy provided by running or falling

water. fat r . '.,
Heat and light provided by the sun. ,

7. Geothermal power

8. Hydyc power

9. Tidal power

10.4 -Solar power

11. Cosiervation

12i1 'Nuclear,poWer

LI-U10-
1 9'n



BIO-GAS -

COAL:

CONSERVATION:

CRUDE OIL:

FOSSI,L ,FUEL":

G OTHERMAL
ENERGY:

KUSCLE. POWER:

NATURAL GAS:

NUCLEAR'..ENERGYN:

t SOLAR ENERGY:

TIDAL POWER.:

Name:

Date:

Period:
1_

..'"I`ECHNICAL GLOSSARY

An interesting source of energy which has become more
popular as an inexpensive fuel, Bio-gas or methane is
formed when garbage or natural wastes deteriorate and
breakdown. This gas can ke trapped and used as a sub-stitute for natural gas.
A hard black fossil fuel, made mostly of carbon, which
can be 'Aimed to produce heat. Coal has the disadvanta e
that it gives off a sooty or black smoke when burned.
The process of saving or limiting the use of a resource,such as fossil fuels, electrical energy, etc.
Often called petroleum," this material is a dark, thick
and slippery Fiq9id type fossil fuel. Crude oil is
refined to produce more usable fuels.such as heating oil',,
diesel fuel, gasoline', etc. .

Fuels such as coal, crude oil, natural' gas,, alfld refined
petràleum products (gasoline, diesel oil, and fuel oil)
which are burneN in order to produce ,heat. .

la

A source of energy produced when Water, seeps isito tht
ground, is heated hy the ,Earth s hot magma *co.re , d
thqn rises to the surface as, steam. Geysers, ste m venti,
and fumaroles- are example's -of geothermal activtty:
The oldest fo power, in which 'human musclesNor `an

'animals muscles a uted to db tork.
A type of4fossil,pfuel which is in the form-of a; vapor or

. ,

gas. Natural gas is usually found along with° petroleum
or crude oil. _The ,gas cannot be seen. but, it 'does ,have .

an odor. When burnede it makes a, clean,- }finfife.
A modern source of energy which.uses the atomic princfple-S.
of fission f(the breakins of the -atom) to produce tremen-
dous athounts of heat. Nuclearenergy. is safe if -handled
Aroperly. Just one'pound of nuclear fuel (uranium)'hasas pia egyas 3,000 tons of coak.-

The crean,, nonpolluting energy ayailable froW the. sun or
- -

, ,the sunbeam. Modern developments in -solar energirlfave
lead to,,Anore efficient:solar collectors and heating units'.

, The energy available from the constant tide or wive
,action of the ocean.4.

LI-L1075 191
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,Name:

Date:

Period:

' MATER POWER': The energy provided by running or falling water'. Water
power is also referred to as hydro energy.

WIND POWER: Using the, force of the wind to supply power-fior such
jobs as turning a windmill or turbine.

A

4

a

fix

s

n2
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_SCORE:

GRADE:.

WORKSHEET

Name:

Date:

Period:

VOCABULARY - SCRAMBLED WORD PUZZLE

Unscramble the letters below to uncover the electronic terms.

EXAMPLE:

A. GERYEN A. I ENERGY

1. AOLC 1.

Z. SOSLIF .EFLU 2.

3. DUREC ILO 3.

4. AOLRS NEEGRY 4.

5. IADLT EORPW S.

6. TAANLUR AGS 6,

7. NOSERATVONCI 7.

8. THEMGOREAL GNEEYR

9. RATWE WOPER 9.

10. CLEARNU ERGENY 10.

11. CLUESM ERPOW 11.

12. LOPTREEMU 12.

1-E110-7
1 (1,i



SCORE:

GRADE:

Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 10"

To generate and distribute the electTicity used in our homes and businesses,
power companys must follow a process that has a number of steps. Below
you will find a set of boxes arranged in order or sequence from start
to erid. Your task will be to arrange the puppets, found on page two, in
proper order to show steps used in making electricity. You can use colored
pencils to shade in the puppets and to make your work look sharp.

..

f ,

-

I

0

-

1. In fa. fa..
194



PUPPETS

Name:

Date:

Period:

TRANSMISSION LINES
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GEOTHERMAL

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT
SOGRCES a INt1GY

FOSSIL FUELS
A

42:11. e
to.- *. ,ss
4;,. do. IP ....sr

41m. 48. I
0. 4 +110 41. 41_10:: 11..!

do* lp 11P sr .dir ab."'

COAL

Name:

Date:

Period:

r

The energy available from geysers or
natural steam vents can be:harnessed to
do work such as turning a 'turbine.
California has the worlds largest
geothermal generating plantv which uses
200 wells that bring up natural steam
from as far as 10,000 feet below the
earths surface to turn 12 turbine
generators.

CRUDE OIL , NATURAL GAS

The burning oi fossil fuels to release energy is today the largest single
source of natural energy. Fossil fuels are formed from decayed remains
of ancient animals and plants. These remains have been squeezed and
formed by the earth's pressures for many thousands of years to form coal,
crude oil, and natural gas. These materials must be mined and carefully
removed from the earth. Fossil fuels are then burned to release heat
which is used to heat water and make steam. The Steam is then used to
turn a turbine - generator.

NUCLEAR
0

0

WATER- HYDRO

Atomic reactors, which can release the
vast amounts of energy trapped within
the small atom, can be used as a

relatively safe form of energy. As
atoms are split in a process called
fission, high heats are generated. This
heat is used to heat water and produce
steam. The steam is then used to turn
a turbine - generator.

The force produced by falling or running
water can be harnessed and used to turn
a turbine. Water power or hydro energy
is an old source of natural power; ?ter
wheels were commonly used to operate

LI-u-w-ao 1 gt;



TIDAL

Name:

Date:

Period:

factories and machinery. Several states,
especially California, count heavily on
water power to generate electricity.

The constant wave and tide action of the

7 )

ocean is being studied as a future
source of energy. Special wave action
generators have been designed to produce,

s'......."........_,........ electricity using tidal power.

SOLAR

16%.0

MUSCLE

Wind energy may some day become an
important and practical source of energy.
Today wind energy can be used to turn
blades such as on a windmill.

The light and heat produced by the sun
can be used in several ways fo provide
energy. One system which is becoming
very popukar is solar heating, where
sun rdys are gathered and used to heat
water for home and pool heating. The
suns light energy can be focused on
solar cells to produce electricity. By
some forecasts, in the year 2020 solar
energy will make an important contri-
bution to our energy supply.

The oldest form of energy where human
or animal muscles are used to do work.
The ancient civilizations used Inscle
power exclusively to accomplish such
fantastic things as the pyramids of
Egypt, the Acropolis in Greece, and the
Colosseum of Rome.
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GRADE:
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A. SCRAMBLED WORD PUZZLE

1. coal
Z. fossil fuel
3. crude oil
4. solar energy
S. tidal power
6. natural gas
7. conservation
8. geothermal energy
9. waterrpower

10. nuclear energy
11. muscle power
12. petroleum

\

'

B. QUEST ACTIVITY

(subjective evaluation)

ANSWER KEY
, UNIT 10

I.
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a *STATE ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL I UNIT #11

Title of Unit: Exiiloring Occupations

Time Allocation: l week

Unit Goal:

To inform students in general terms of te world of work, reasons
for working, kinds of occupations available, and the process of
occupational explorations through career awareness.

Unit Objectives:

The student-will be able-to:

1. describe what the phrase world of work means and be alole to
identify their own role iiifrii-757TFWIT labor picture.

2. explain the necessity for indivictuals workihg in this society,
and the reasons why,when making occupational decisions,
individuas should match their abilities, interests, and attitudes
to a corresponding career selection.

3. indicate an awareness of.tKe major types of occupational areas
that are available fo'r exploration selection.

Evaluation:

The student will demonstrate his/her competence'in terms of
theSe measurable objectives based upon'individual instructors lcceptable
performance criteria, which utilizes a combination of oral, or written
testing procedures.

Instructor References:

Industrial Education EIectricit Electronics Curriculum Guide: Grade
eve s o ert 1 o an ic io to ta e o alifor-

nia. 1777. All.

Occupational Outlook Handbook. U.S. Department of Labor, U.S. Government
Tryiting Office, 19'77.:A1l.

Your Career in th-6 World of Work. M. Berlye, H.W. Sams, 1975. Chapters:1-12

Overview:;

Remember, Unit 11 includes the important instructional topic of
guidance which can really support and promote the reasons why students
should Continilb their studies in this specific industrial subject area.

This unit can be intrOduced with a broad look or overview of the world
of work and then the necessity of work. Focus on such reasons for work as
economic needs, self-worth, social contact, lifestyle desired, etc.

The idea that they should know their abilities, interests, and atti-
tudes in order to select a possible occupational area that might be satis-
fying should be a main theme presented, along with what constitutes an
occupation.

Next, assist students in becoming aware of the major categories for
occupations. Utilize the occu ational Outlook Handbook as a primary source
of specific definitions as well as t e unit lec nical glossary.

This unit should conclude with an overview on the present occupational
forecast for technical occupations
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Suggested Presentation Hints/Methodology:

Follow the instruction module unit outline as a basic skeleton
for curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

1. This unit was included also as a meani to 'supplement theehy91_
guidance program, hence, draw upon any.available resources for
knowledge related.to current films, tapes, or any other audio
visual materials'that 'Ay-coordinate with this unti,of. instruc-
tion.

2. Do not forget to dramatize the sheer value of work in a person's
life. ...,Xmphasize that most people work for economic, social;
and psychological reasons. Remember to explain reasons to
students in a mariner that is conducive to their understanding
at this level.

3. Consult the latest edition of the Occupational Outlook Handbook
and the Dictionary of Occupational Titles to keep abreast of
current information about careerfoccupational fields. For more
infotmation of this nature contact the U.S. Governient Printing.
Office, Washington 25, D.C.

4. Try and stress the idea that some educational preparation or
training_ is necessary to fulfill the qualifications'for enteTing
any occupation.

Suppl,emental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. If the school has a career center, borrow the Occupational ,

Outlook Handbook and have it available as a valuable resource
item. Check with the locaf Bureau of Labor to obtain additional
career opportunity bulletins and occupatiOnal reprints.

2. Have students informally evaluate their present schooi subjects
and activities. Make a table with several columns labeled
subject, grade, enjoyment, and reason for rating. Discuss
those subjects or activities that they, feel can also contribute
to future "Marketable skills," or prepa ation for entering an
occupation.

3. Point out that women play an important part in the world of work:
Indicate that 6-6'77:fork-in all occupational areas and that in
many companies they outnumber.men.

Instructional Module Contentst

1. Unit Outline (oierhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Occupational Areas and Job Titles

S. Worksheet - Self-Awareness

6. Quest Activities

7. Informational Handout (Occupational Overview)

8. Unit Module /mswer Keys



XI. Exploring Occupations

A. The World of Work--a Broad Picture
1. Importance of work

2. Why work?

3. What is an occupation?

4. Types of occupations.
a. Industrial production

occupations

b. Office 6ccupations

c. Service occupations

d. Education occupations

e. Sales occupations

f. Construction occupatio s

g. Transportation occupations

h. Scientific and technic-al
occupations

Mechanics and repairers



v)1,f

Health occupations

k. Art, design, and
communications occupations

B. Exploration Activity

.141,

ab
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UNIT EXAM

.EXPLORING OC6IPATIONS
*

Test Number

IMPORTANT-
Indicate your responses on the answer sheet.only. Fill in

: the box corresponding to.the correct answer'to each quetion
-there is only one'answer for each question.

.

,
.

.

1. .*-An important aspect Dfresearching careers and indicating possible
choices is U) first know and undexstand yourSelf. .(T-F) ,.

4

. :The way an individual responds or feels abo-ut their career has
grear.impqrtance on their overall satisfaction with life. (T-F)

3. b .Women are generally unsuccessful in professional occupations because
bf the mental ability requirgek. (T-F)

ResearchiA careers is the process of carefully.studying information
about many different occupations.- (T-F)

5. :Choosing a career occupation is generally eas ind requires very
little thought. (T-F)

o

Personal abilities are of little importance in selecting a career.
J-F)

7. desire to be clean and neat in appearance should have nothing to do
with a career choice. (T-F)

Finding a career occupation is generally mostly a matterbf blind
luck. (T-F)

.

9. All 1.06s require about the same trainipg and preparation.

10.1 The main reason for work is to earn enough money to go on an dxpensive-
vacation. (T-F)'

LI-U11-5
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11. The importance of work is the same for all pople. (T-F)

-

( 12. ,The world'of work means all occupations that employ people to make :
. goods or give services. (T-F)

13. In the United States the main Labor Force-is made.up of criminals
who work in a road gang on projects. IT-F)

4

, 14. Having an interest in a career is all that is necessary to be
successful in it. (T-F)

IS. It is sometimes a good idea to have several possible occupational
choices. (T-F)

LI-U11-6



Name:

Date:

Period:

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY- 1

ART,DESIGN AND. Jobs in this field require crtative and communication
COMMUNICATION talents,: Major areas includejobs iri the performing
OCCUPATIONS: are§ - actors, dancers, musicians, sihgers; the design

'occupations - architects, industrial designers; and
communication occupations - 'newspaper reporters, tech-
nical writers-, and.radio-TV announcprs.

CONSTRUCTION
OCCUPATIONS:

EDUCATION
OCCUPATIONS:

HEALTH
OCCUPATIONS:

INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION
OCCUPATIONS:

MECHANICS AND
REPAIRERS:

OCCUPATION:.

OFFICE
. OCCUPATIONS:

SALES
OCCUPATIONS:

, Workers in construction occupations buildvrepair, and
modernize homes and buildings. They also work on other
structures such as highways, airports, etc. Some sample
occupations are carpenter, bricklayer, cement mason
plasterer, floor covering installer, plumber, etc.

-
Occupations involved in teaching or helping other'people
to learn. Teachers and librarians fall into this group.

Jobs dealing with the curing of illnesses and injuries.
Health jobs includeprofessIons sudh' as doctors, dentists,
nurses, therapists, medical test technicians, medical
practitioners, etc.

'These workers perform skilled and semi-skilled jobs
involved in the production or building of products.
These 'jobs are usually found in factories, and involve-
such things as assembly, inspecting, fabrication,
finishing, welding, etc.

These ok,ccupations involve jobs aimed at keeping our
automobiles, airplanes, hous-ehold appliances, and other
machinery and equipment in repair and operating properly.
Automobile repairers, appliance repairers, and business
machine repairers are 'some of the many jobs that fall intc
this category.

The job or type of work that you choose to do in orde to
earn a living.

Office workers ierform a wide range of tasks that are
needed to keep businesses and other organizations running
on a day to. day basis. Clerical workers do jobs such as
typing, filing, alphabetizing, billing, and operating
office machines. Other office jobs include bookkeeping,
cashiers, clerks, receptionists, stock clerks, etc.

Occupations dealing with the selling of mechandise.
Sales people can sell products for manufacturers4 service
firms, wholesalers or retailers. Sample jobs would
include automobile salesperson, gasoline station atten-
dant, ihsurance agent, model, realestate sales person,
stock broker, etc.

LI-U11-7
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SCIENTIFIC AND
T4CHNICAL
OCCUPATIONS: .

SERVICE
OCCUPATIONS:

Name:'

. Date:

Period:

These jobs involve the research and development of new
and useful ideas and products. Engineers, for example
design, develop and test new equipment or materials.
Scientists explore and seek new knowledge of naiure and
the physical world through, experimentation ahd study. .

Technicians work hand in hand with scientist and engi-
neers, helping thep put their ideas into actual products
or physical form. Technicians also help testinspect
and repair products. Other jobs in this area are
drafters, surveyors, radio-TV teqnicians, etc.

. .

People working in service occupations perform a wide
variety of tasks which assist or aid theepublie in
making their lives more comfortable-, safe, and enjoyable.
The major categories of.service Occupations are cleaning
services - custodians, housekeepers, pest control, etc.
Food service occupatidhs - bartenders; cooks and chefs,
waiters and waitresses etc. Personal service occupa-

., tions - barbers, cosmetologists, funeral diiectors, etc.
Protective service occupations- FBI,agents, firefighters,
guards, police officers, inspectors, etc. Social service
occupations - clergy, school counselors, career planniing
counselors recreation worker, social worker, etc. and
others such as - mail carrier, telephone operators, etc.

This large occupational area iS ihvolved with the trans-
portation of goods and people 11)) air,, rail, water and
highway; the operation of communication systems such as
telephones, Yadio, television and telegraph; and the
;running of the public utilities which supply the nation
with electricity, gas, and sanitation services. Sample
occupations in these fields are; airline pilots, truck
drivers, powerplant workers, power line installers and
repairers, dock workers, announcers, telephone workers,
etc.

ikANSPORTATION,
COMMUNICATION;
AWD- PUBLIC
UTILITY
OCCUPATIONS:

world
OF



1

1

SCORE:

GRADE:

WORkSHEET11IPMOMINMI

Name:

Date: Olt

Period:

VOCABULARY - OCCUPATIONAL AREAS AND JOB TITLES

Below is a list qf the major occupational areas iound within the t!torld
of work. Your ta'sk is to identify and list the names of five jobs
found in each occupational area.

,

AaNDUSTRIALPRODUCTION OCCUPATIONS:

JOBS: 1. 2.

3.1

BOFFICE OCCUPATIONS:

JOBS: -1.

S.

2.1

3.
1

4.

(:/SERVICE OCCUPATIONS:

JOBS: 1.

D.

3.

9.

EDUCATION OCCUPATIONS:

2.

4.

JOAS: 1.
J J

2.

E.

I
1

4.

SALES OCCUPATIONS:

S.

Jo,ps: 1. I 2.

3.
1

4.

5

LI:LU11-9
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1

1

CONSTRUCTION OCCUPATIONS:

JOBS: 1.

3.

G.
jOB: 1.

3.

s.

Name:

Date:

Period:

TRANSPORTATION,,COMMUNICATION,' AND PUBLiC UTILITY OCCUPATIONS:

5.

2.

4..

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS:

JOBS: .1.

4.
5.

1 2.

MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS OCCUPATIONS:

3.

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS:

ging JOSS: 1.

3.

K

5.

2.

4.

5.

2.

4.

ART, DESIGN AND COMMUNICATION OCCUPATIONS:

JOBS : 1.
1

2.

5.

4.

I.



SCORE:

GRADE:

Name.:

Date:

WORKSilEET Period:.

SELF - AWARENESS

Each person has afferent likes, dislikes, abilities, and interests that
are important to know when making a poisible career choice. To do this
then you mutt be 'Wire" of the person you'are, so wrife dosin in the
spaces below some of the interests and,abilities that you have.

INTERSTS aAFJUTIES

0
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SCORE:

GRADE:

Name)

Date:

WORKSHEET: Period:

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT li"

Answer the following questions in sentence form and please explain your-
self in detail in the space provided.

11

WORLD OF WORK:

al

LABOR FORCE: A

3. WHY DO PEOPLE WORK?
(Reaons0 (/1

111MMM1111=11=1
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Name:

Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUl

OCCUPATIONAL OVERVIE1

WORLD OF 'WORK (occupations):
During the week millions of people leave their homes to go to work.
Where they work (occupations) varies greatly,.some people work as
engine6rs1 storekeepers, bankers,,technicians doctors, truckers, teachers,
etc., but whatever they do is importantl Each person has a useful part in
contributing to the goods and services people want and need.

LABOR. FORCE° ,All people working on robs in the U.S.A.

Aroud 1985-1990 there will be almost 110 million people in the labor
force.

1

107.9
+ 2.1

=110

million - Civilian Force

million - Armed Force

million - Total Force

Note: 2 of the labor force will be professionals and technica1 workers
who will need to have some kind of training beyond hip school!

There are more than 20,000 different occupations in the United States, so
no matter what your interests or abilities may be there are a lot of
different jobs to choose from. 4

Check out those occupations.th.t you think may be satisfying and rewarding.

REMEMBER The b"st way to prepare for a satisfying and
rewarding job is to get all the education you can in a field or subject
that really interests ydu.

School gives you a chance to explore and an opportunity to prepare for
your future -

IL C ' -11 WASTE IT !



SCORE,:

GRADE:

b.

10.

11.

4110 12.

.13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21

22.

23.

24.

*Show work for

20 4,

27.

28.

29.

31.

32

33

34,

35

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49,

50.

ANSWEAR :)ilEET

TEXAM
LI-U11

F
ABCD

51.

52.

134:
55.

56.

5.7.

58.

/-

59.

60.

01.

62.

ef3.

64.

65,

66.

0,7.

68.

09.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

Period:

TF
ABOD

, TF
/030D

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84,

86.

87.

88.

9.

90.

91,

92,

I 93,

94,

95,

96,

97.

98.

99.

100.
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A. OCCUPATIONAL AREAS AND
JOB TITLES

sub jective evaluation)

B. SELF-AWARENESS

(sublective evaluation)

C. QUEST ACTIVITY .

(subjective evaluation)

ANiSWER KEY
UNIT 11

4. .

4


